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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Abstract  Carbohydrates serve diverse functions in plants ranging from 
energy sources, storage molecules, and structural components to 
intermediates for the synthesis of other organic molecules. Sugars also act 
as signalling molecules in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes including plants. 
Plants are autotrophic organisms and it is important to adjust sugar 
consumption to sugar production and to properly allocate these resources 
between source and sink tissues. Sugars are potent regulators of these 
processes and sugar-induced signal transduction has been shown to control 
gene expression in plants via diverse mechanisms that include transcription, 
translation, and modification of mRNA and protein stability. Consequently, 
many physiological and developmental processes in plants are affected by 
sugars. Sugar signalling is intimately related with plant hormone signalling, 
in particular abscisic acid (ABA) signalling.  

Here we review advances mainly in Arabidopsis research concerning 
sugar and ABA signalling and their interactions with particular focus on two 
early developmental stages namely seed germination and seedling 
establishment. Sugar and ABA signalling affect both germination (i.e., 
radicle emergence) and the switch from embryonic to vegetative growth 
(i.e., seedling development).  
 
 
Dormancy, germination and early seedling establishment, an overview in a 
nutshell 
 
Seed germination is regulated by both endogenous (developmental) and 
exogenous (environmental) factors. The control of germination is affected 
by many genetic loci and endogenous plant hormones (Bentsink and 
Koornneef, 2002). The importance of plant hormones in germination is 
shown by the reduced seed dormancy of ABA-deficient (aba) and several 
ABA-insensitive (abi) mutants (Koornneef et al., 1982, 1984), while the 
GA-deficient mutants (ga1, ga2 and ga3) are incapable of germination 
(Debeaujon and Koornneef, 2000; Bentsink and Koornneef, 2002).  

During seed development embryonically synthesized ABA is 
required for dormancy induction but continuous ABA synthesis after 
imbibition is necessary to maintain seeds in a dormant state (Deauboujon 
and Koornneef, 2000; Jullien et al., 2000; Karssen et al., 1983). Such 
primary dormancy is developmentally induced but the depth of dormancy 
can be affected by  
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Fig. 1  Overview of different dormancy mechanisms that regulate seed germination and 
early seedling growth. Both ABA and sugar signalling negatively affect germination and 
early seedling growth 
 
    
environmental conditions like growth conditions during seed development. 
The importance of ABA and ABA signalling for dormancy induction is 
shown by Arabidopsis mutants that show severely reduced seed dormancy. 
These are ABA deficient or have a disrupted ABA response (abi1, abi2 and 
abi3). Primary dormant seeds do not germinate even when environmental 
conditions are favourable. Primary dormancy is repressed by after-ripening 
(= period of dry storage) and prolonged cold treatment (Bentsink and 
Koornneef, 2002; Koornneef et al., 2000; Koornneef and Karssen, 1994) 

After primary dormancy is lost germination and subsequent seedling 
establishment can occur. However, germination is under environmental 
control as well by factors like temperature, light, and osmotic and salt stress. 
Unfavourable environmental conditions impose a state of dormancy thereby 
delaying and inhibiting germination (Koornneef and Karssen, 1994; Li and 
Foley, 1997; Bentsink and Koornneef, 2002). In these conditions 
germination is postponed until environmental conditions favour 
germination. Environmental conditions can induce pseudo-dormancy, which 
is a temporal developmental arrest that is lifted once environmental 
conditions favour commencement of germination. Prolonged unfavourable 
conditions can induce secondary dormancy and such secondary dormant 
seeds require an after ripening period before the start of germination 
(Koornneef and Karssen, 1994). Such pseudo and secondary dormancy 
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differs from primary dormancy in that it is environmentally induced in 
imbibed seeds.   
 Interestingly, in a restricted time frame after germination, further 
seedling development can be blocked. Root and leaf growth and greening of 
the cotyledons are blocked by exogenous ABA, glucose or sucrose 
treatment (Zhou et al., 1998; Laby et al., 2000; Lopez-Molina and Chua, 
2000; see for example Fig. 2A). Such a developmental block can be a post-
germinative form of pseudo or true (tertiary) dormancy. An ABA-induced 
post-germinative early seedling arrest can be maintained for at least a month 
and protects the seedling against the effects of drought stress (Lopez-Molina 
et al., 2001). The developmental block is relieved as soon as ABA (or sugar 
in the case of sugar treatment) is removed. This suggests that ABA and 
sugar treatment induce a post-germinative quiescent state or pseudo 
dormancy. The ABI5 protein is essential for this developmental arrest and is 
up-regulated by ABA and unfavourable conditions like salt and drought 
stress (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001). Unfavourable environmental conditions 
may impose such an arrested state similar to ABA treatment. It has been 
hypothesized by Lopez-Molina et al. (2001) that seedlings use this post-
germination time frame to monitor the osmotic environment before the shift 
to vegetative growth is made. Thus, these different dormancy mechanisms 
(for overview see Fig. 1) collectively allow the control of germination and 
seedling establishment by developmental as well as environmental cues. 
These dormancy mechanisms optimize seedling survival by allowing seed 
germination and seedling establishment only in favourable conditions. 
 
 
ABA SIGNALLING DURING GERMINATION AND EARLY 
SEEDLING GROWTH 
 
ABA response mutants isolated in germination-based screens 
 
ABA is involved in several developmental processes including seed 
development and phase transitions from embryonic to germinative growth 
and the transition to flowering. Furthermore, ABA plays an integral part in 
responses to biotic and abiotic stresses, regulation of stomatal aperture, and 
nitrate and sugar signalling (Finkelstein et al., 2002; Leung and Giraudat, 
1998). In Arabidopsis alone, about 50 genes are known to be involved in 
ABA responses (Finkelstein et al., 2002). Different genetic approaches were 
used to identify many mutants with aberrant responses to ABA. The 
“classic” screen for mutants in ABA signalling is a germination-based assay 
initially performed by Koornneef et al. (1984). The ABA-insensitive (abi) 
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mutants are able to germinate in the presence of otherwise inhibitory 
concentrations of ABA. Such germination-based screens proved to be 
remarkably successful and have identified many important mutants. These 
include mutants insensitive or hypersensitive to ABA and that are affected 
in diverse ABA-regulated processes like seed dormancy and stomatal 
closure. The genes affected in abi mutants were identified and encode 
protein phosphatases (ABI1 and ABI2) and a B3 class transcription factor 
(ABI3) (Leung et al., 1994, 1997; Meyer et al., 1994; Giraudat et al., 1992). 
These three mutants lack normal seed dormancy, and abi1 and abi2 are 
defective in regulation of stomatal closure as well (Koornneef et al., 1984). 
AtP2C-HA/HAB1 phosphatase 2C, which is homologous to ABI1 and ABI2, 
was also shown to be involved in ABA signalling (Leonhardt et al., 2004; 
Saez et al., 2004). Three additional abi mutants, abi4, abi5 and abi8, were 
isolated. ABI4 and ABI5 encode AP2 and bZIP family transcription factors, 
respectively, whereas ABI8 encodes a protein of unknown function that is 
also known as KOBITO1 or ELONGATION DEFECTIVE1 (Finkelstein, 
1994; Finkelstein et al., 1998; Finkelstein and Lynch, 2000b; Soderman et 
al., 2000; Brocard-Gifford et al., 2004). Using a non-natural (-)-(R)-ABA 
analog instead of the natural (+)-(S)-ABA, Nambara et al. (2002) isolated 
many new alleles of known abi mutants but also two new loci named 
CHOTTO1 and CHOTTO2. Genetic analysis suggests that CHOTTO1 may 
act downstream of ABI4 in parallel with a pathway containing ABI3 and 
ABI5 (Eiji Nambara, personal communication).  

In addition to screens for ABA-insensitive mutants, germination 
assays have been used to search also for ABA-hypersensitive mutants, 
which resulted in isolation of the enhanced response to ABA (era) and ABA-
hypersensitive (abh) mutants. Analysis of these mutants revealed the 
involvement of a subunit of a farnesyl transferase (ERA1), an ethylene 
signal transduction protein ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 2 (EIN2/ERA3) 
and a mRNA cap binding protein (ABH1) in ABA signalling (Cutler et al., 
1996; Ghassemian et al., 2000; Hugouvieux et al., 2001). Recently, four 
novel ABA-hypersensitive germination (ahg) mutants have been 
characterized (Nishimura et al., 2004). These mutants also show enhanced 
sensitivity to salt and osmotic stress during germination. However, the 
responsiveness to sucrose and glucose during germination is different in 
each ahg mutant (Nishimura et al., 2004). In addition, screens for 
suppressors and enhancers of abi1-1 revealed the importance of GA and 
ethylene in the regulation of ABA responses (Steber et al., 1998; Beaudoin 
et al., 2000).  

Thus far, these mutant screens did not reveal a receptor for ABA. 
Using a biochemical approach Razem et al. (2006) identified FCA as an 
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ABA receptor which revealed a role for ABA in the transition to flowering. 
FCA is a RNA binding protein that is part of the autonomous pathway 
controlling flowering by regulating the floral repressor Flowering Locus C 
(FLC). FCA prevents the accumulation of the floral repressor FLC but FCA 
activity depends on direct binding of a factor called FY. ABA binding to 
FCA negatively affects the FCA/FY binding causing a rise in FLC levels, 
which represses flowering. Interestingly, FCA only affects flowering in 
response to ABA but not germination and stomatal aperture which are two 
well-known ABA-regulated responses (Razem et al. 2006). Therefore 
additional ABA receptors must exist.  

 
 
ABA inhibition of seed germination is suppressed by sugars  
 
Exogenous ABA inhibits Arabidopsis seed germination, but this inhibition 
can be relieved by the addition of metabolizable sugars or peptone 
(Garciarrubio et al., 1997; Finkelstein and Lynch, 2000a). These studies 
showed that glucose or peptone do not affect ABA uptake or repress ABA 
signalling in general since: i) mobilization of storage proteins in seeds, 
which is blocked by ABA treatment, still does not occur in the presence of 
both ABA and glucose; and ii) ABA-induced gene expression is not affected 
by glucose treatment. Thus, glucose (or peptone) rescues radicle emergence 
of ABA-treated seeds but not seedling growth, indicating that this 
antagonistic effect of sugar on ABA signalling is specific to the process of 
radicle emergence only.  

Since ABA treatment inhibits the breakdown of storage proteins, 
Garciarrubio et al. (1997) hypothesized that ABA inhibits germination by 
restricting the availability of nutrients and metabolites. This metabolic 
restriction could be relieved by sugar treatment. Finkelstein and Lynch 
(2000a) hypothesized that the glucose rescue of ABA inhibition is not solely 
nutritional but may involve sugar signalling events. This is based on several 
observations that: i) sugar application only suppresses radicle emergence 
and not seedling growth; ii) the sugar response was enhanced by light; and 
iii) a relatively low concentration (35 mM) of glucose is the optimum to 
suppress the ABA inhibition of germination while higher concentrations of 
glucose are less effective. However, glucose also delays germination at low 
concentrations (5-55 mM) (Price et al. 2003; Dekkers et al., 2004; see 
Chapter 2). This glucose-induced delay is dose-dependent and is enhanced 
by ABA. Therefore, a separate process may be involved in the lower 
effectiveness of higher glucose concentrations in the recovery of ABA-
inhibited germination observed by Finkelstein and Lynch (2000a). Using 
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glucose analogs did not provide clear evidence for glucose signalling in this 
response (Finkelstein and Gibson, 2001), possibly because such analogs 
inhibit seed germination as well (Pego et al., 1999; Dekkers et al., 2004). 
Interestingly, ABA-treated Arabidopsis seeds are still able to mobilize their 
lipid storage reserves, albeit at lower rates (Pritchard et al., 2002). This 
mobilization of lipid storage reserves in ABA-treated seeds results in 
increased levels of sucrose and glucose. Puzzlingly, this internal increase in 
sugar concentration by itself does not provoke the ABA-treated seeds to 
germinate, in contrast to exogenously supplied metabolizable sugars. 
However, lipid storage in Arabidopsis seeds is not restricted to the embryo. 
The endosperm tissue contains about 10% of the total seed storage lipids 
(Penfield et al., 2004). These lipid reserves in the endosperm are important 
to fuel hypocotyl elongation in the dark. GA is required for storage lipid 
mobilization in both embryo and endosperm. Normally, endosperm-derived 
carbon is transported to the embryo to fuel growth. However, ABA blocks 
storage lipid breakdown in the embryo but not in the endosperm tissues 
(Penfield et al., 2004). Possibly, this differential regulation of storage lipid 
breakdown in endosperm and embryo by ABA results in carbon limitation 
in the embryo only, which can somehow be overcome by exogenous sugar 
treatment (Penfield et al., 2004). ABA might affect carbon allocation 
between these two seed tissues as well. Thus far, however, it is not yet 
established whether this differential storage lipid breakdown indeed results 
in different sugar levels between endosperm and embryo. 
    
 
ABA blocks the transition from embryonic to vegetative growth 
 
Lopez-Molina and Chua (2000) used an adapted version of the classic 
germination screen in their search for ABA-insensitive mutants. Seeds were 
plated on ABA media containing 1% sucrose. Such treatment allows seeds 
to germinate but seedling growth (i.e. block of root growth, greening of the 
cotyledons and leaf formation) is arrested immediately after germination. 
Mutants whose seedling growth was not blocked by ABA were selected. 
One such growth-insensitive to ABA (gia) mutant, gia1 was isolated and was 
shown to be allelic to abi5 (Lopez-Molina and Chua, 2000). ABI5 mRNA 
and protein accumulate in seeds in response to ABA and also in response to 
NaCl and drought stress (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001). Interestingly, only in a 
restricted time frame after germination, seedling development can be 
blocked by exogenous ABA and only during this ABA sensitive phase ABI5 
protein accumulates. Such post-germinative arrested state can be maintained 
for at least a month and protects the seedling against the effects of drought 
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stress (Lopez-Molina et al., 2001). This arrested seedling state is relieved as 
soon as growth conditions become favourable. It has been hypothesized by 
Lopez-Molina et al., (2001) that seedlings may use this post-germination 
time frame to monitor the osmotic environment before the shift to vegetative 
growth is made.  Collectively, different mechanisms controlling germination 
and seedling establishment by developmental as well as environmental cues 
optimize seedling survival by allowing seed germination and seedling 
establishment only in favourable conditions. 

Interestingly, ABI5 protein level is enhanced in the rpn10 mutant, 
which is ABA-, sucrose- and NaCl-hypersensitive, among other phenotypes 
(Smalle et al., 2003). rpn10 is mutated in a locus encoding a 26S subunit of 
the proteasome, consistent with the finding that an ABI5-interacting protein, 
AFP, acts as a negative regulator of ABA signalling by stimulating ABI5 
protein degradation (Lopez-Molina et al. 2003). ABI5 appears to be an 
important regulator of early seedling growth arrest due to ABA, with protein 
turnover of ABI5 via the 26S proteasome pathway being involved in 
regulating ABI5 protein levels. Also another ABA insensitive mutant, abi3-
1, was shown to have a gia phenotype (Lopez-Molina et al., 2002). 
Interestingly, ABI3 protein levels are also controlled by the ubiquitin/26S 
proteasome pathway via binding to an ABI3-interacting protein, AIP2 
(Zhang et al., 2005). Genetic analysis suggests that ABI5 acts downstream 
of ABI3 to arrest early seedling development in response to ABA.  

In addition, HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1) is a dsRNA binding 
protein involved in microRNA-mediated gene regulation that affects ABA 
signalling (Lu and Federoff, 2000; Han et al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004). 
The hyl1 mutant is hypersensitive to ABA, glucose, NaCl and osmotic stress 
(Lu and Federoff, 2000; Han et al., 2004). Using the hyl1 mutant, Lu et al. 
(2002) showed that the ABA-induced seedling arrest is mediated by MAPK 
(mitogen-activated protein kinase) signalling. In this mutant, MAPK activity 
and ABI5 protein accumulation are enhanced in response to ABA.    

Both radicle emergence and seedling development are inhibited by 
ABA (Koornneef et al., 1984). Perhaps it is not surprising that common 
mutants are identified in the abi and gia screens because the original abi 
mutants were screened for plantlets developing on ABA-containing media. 
Thus abi1-1, abi2-1, abi3-1, abi4, and abi5 are insensitive to ABA during 
radicle emergence as well as early seedling development (Koornneef et al., 
1984; Finkelstein, 1994; Lopez-Molina et al., 2002). 
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SUGAR SIGNALLING REPRESSES GERMINATION AND THE 
TRANSITION TO VEGETATIVE GROWTH 
 
Plant sugar signalling and the identification of sugar-response mutants 
 
Carbohydrates have many important functions in plants. It is not surprising 
that the addition of sugar to plant growth media affects many developmental 
processes and gene expression (Gibson, 2005). Microarray experiments 
show that glucose is a potent regulator of transcription and that hundreds of 
genes are responsive to glucose treatment (Price et al., 2004; Villadsen and 
Smith, 2004). Responsive genes include those involved in carbohydrate and 
nitrogen metabolism, signal transduction and stress responses. Starvation 
conditions (famine response) up-regulates genes associated with 
photosynthesis and resource mobilization while genes related to storage and 
utilization functions are repressed. Sugar excess (feast response) induces the 
opposite effects on gene expression (Koch, 1996). Such sugar-regulated 
gene expression adjusts cellular activity to nutrient availability. In this way 
sugars control plant resource allocation and adaptive developmental changes 
resulting in enhanced survival and/or competitiveness (Koch, 1996). 
Potentially all sugars or intermediary metabolites may serve as signalling 
molecules, but so far there is evidence for the existence of separate glucose, 
sucrose and trehalose signalling pathways (Smeekens, 2000).  

Factors involved in sugar signalling in plants have been identified 
using genetic approaches in Arabidopsis. A large number of mutants in 
different sugar-regulated processes were isolated and studied. Several 
review papers summarize and discuss the different screens performed and 
the mutants and genes identified (Smeekens, 2000; Gazzarrini and McCourt, 
2001; Finkelstein and Gibson, 2001; Rolland et al., 2002; Rook and Bevan, 
2003; Leon and Sheen, 2003; Gibson, 2005). Four screens are of particular 
interest for this review since these were performed at germination and early 
seedling growth and have resulted in a significant number of identified 
mutant genes (Table 13.1). These mutant screens can be divided into two 
classes that are discussed in more detail below.  

The first class of mutant screens used a sugar-regulated promoter 
fused to a reporter gene. Mutants were identified that showed an aberrant 
regulation of the reporter gene when challenged with sugar. One such 
example is a screen for sucrose uncoupled (sun) mutants. In this screen, the 
promoter of the plastocyanin (PC) gene was used. When seeds are 
germinated in the dark, the seedlings show transiently increased expression 
of several photosynthesis genes including PC (Brusslan and Tobin, 1992; 
Dijkwel et al., 1996). This transient increase in expression of photosynthesis 
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genes is developmentally orchestrated and is independent of light. Such 
increase in expression might be important for seedlings to be prepared for 
the utilization of light for photosynthesis once it becomes available. Dijkwel 
et al. (1996) showed that this transient activation of PC could be repressed 
by addition of sucrose to the germination medium. Mutagenized transgenic 
plants containing a PC promoter::luciferase (LUC) fusion were screened for 
mutants that lack the transcriptional down regulation of the PC promoter. 
Thus far, 16 sun mutants have been isolated, one of which (sun6) was 
shown to be allelic to abi4 (Dijkwel et al., 1997; Huijser et al., 2000).  

Another screen of this class is the impaired sucrose induction (isi) 
screen, which is based on the observation that sucrose induces the ApL3 
gene encoding a large subunit of the ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase 
(AGPase) complex involved in starch biosynthesis. A bacterial cytochrome 
P450 was used as a reporter gene in this system. This enzyme metabolizes 
the non-toxic proherbicide R7402 compound to a highly phytotoxic form. 
Expression of the P450 gene in the presence of R7402 results in lethality, 
serving as a negative selection marker (O’Keefe et al., 1994). Transgenic 
seeds containing the ApL3 promoter fused to the P450 marker gene were 
grown on media containing sucrose and R7402. Since ApL3 promoter is 
activated by sucrose and causes lethality, only mutants that lacked the 
response to sucrose survive this treatment. Four isi mutants were identified, 
two of which had lesions in the ABA2 and ABI4 genes (Rook et al., 2001). A 
third ISI gene, ISI1, is identified and is a novel gene which is vascular 
expressed and related to sink-to-source transition (Rook and Bevan, 2003). 

The second class of mutant screens are based on the inhibitory effect 
of high concentration of sugars on early seedling development. On control 
media seedlings develop expanded, green cotyledons and produce leaves. In 
contrast, when seedlings are germinated on media containing elevated sugar 
concentrations seedling development is arrested quickly after germination, 
i.e., no greening, cotyledon expansion and leaf formation are observed (Fig. 
2A). This developmental block is not evoked by the osmotic control 
treatment with sorbitol or mannitol. Both high glucose (>330 mM) as well 
as high sucrose (>300 mM) concentrations have been used to screen for 
sugar-insensitive mutants. Glucose-insensitive (gin) and sugar-insensitive 
(sis) mutants are resistant to high glucose and high sucrose concentrations, 
respectively (Zhou et al., 1998; Laby et al., 2000). These mutants develop 
green cotyledons and leaves when grown under high sugar conditions. 
Interestingly, Gibson et al. (2001) showed that the sucrose-induced 
developmental arrest could be triggered only in a limited time window after 
sowing.  
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Table 1  Overview of sun, isi, gin and sis mutant screens. TF = transcription factor 

 

 

Screen Screening method/ 
developmental stage 

Mutants identified References 

sucrose 
uncoupled 
(sun) 
 

Expression of PC promoter 
fused to luciferase reporter 
gene in response to 88mM 
sucrose in 2/3 days old 
dark grown seedlings 

sun1-sun4 and sun7-
sun16 = unknown 
sun6 = abi4, AP2 class 
TF 

Dijkwel et al. 
1997 
Huijser et al. 
2000 

Impaired 
sucrose 
induction 
(isi) 
 

Expression of Apl3 
promoter fused to a 
negative selection marker 
in response to 100mM 
sucrose in 1 week old light 
grown seedlings 

isi1 = novel gene related 
to source-sink transition 
isi2 = unknown 
isi3 = abi4, AP2 class 
TF 
isi4 = aba2, short chain 
dehydragenase/reductase 

Rook et al. 2001 
Rook and Bevan 
2003 

Glucose 
insensitive 
(gin) 
 

Post-germination 
developmental arrest on 
330mM glucose in light 
grown seedlings 

gin1 = aba2, short chain 
dehydragenase/reductase 
gin2 = hexokinase1 
gin3 = unknown 
gin4 = ctr1 RAF-like 
protein kinase 
gin5 = aba3, 
molybdenum cofactor 
sulphurase 
gin6 = abi4, AP2 class 
TF 

Zhou et al. 1998 
Arenas-Huertero 
et al. 2000 
Cheng et al. 2002 
Moore et al. 2003 

Sugar 
insensitive 
(sis) 

Post-germination 
developmental arrest on 
300mM glucose in light 
grown seedlings 

sis1 = ctr1 RAF-like 
protein kinase 
sis4 = aba2, short chain 
dehydragenase/reductase 
sis5 = abi4, AP2 class 
TF 

Laby et al. 2000 
Gibson et al. 
2001 

 
Remarkably, all four different screening conditions used (i.e., gin, 

sis, isi, sun) yielded abi4 alleles. In addition, aba2 mutants were identified 
in gin, sis and isi screens and the constitutive ethylene signalling mutant 
ctr1 in both gin and sis screens. On the other hand, there are differences 
among the mutants identified in these screens. Two isi mutants (isi1 and 
isi2) do not show a gin phenotype (Rook et al., 2001). Furthermore, whereas 
ABA and elevated glucose and sucrose concentrations induce a similar early 
seedling developmental arrest, sucrose but not ABA is able to induce the 
ApL3 gene. Probably, ABA modulates the sensitivity of ApL3 gene to 
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sucrose regulation (Rook et al., 2001). More recent studies have isolated 
novel mutants that are sugar hypersensitive as well (Leon and Sheen, 2003; 
Baier et al., 2004). Identification of such mutants and the affected genes will 
advance our understanding of sugar signalling. 
 
 
The GLUCOSE-INSENSITIVE response pathway  
 
Seeds plated on media containing elevated glucose concentrations (>6%) are 
developmentally arrested immediately following germination. This early 
seedling arrest is characterized by the absence of cotyledon expansion, 
greening and leaf formation (Fig. 2A). Seedling growth of gin mutants i not 
blocked by such glucose concentrations but show greening of the cotyledons 
and leaf formation. Mutants with an altered glucose-insensitive response can 
be subdivided into three groups namely, hexokinase1 (gin2/hxk1), ABA-
related and ethylene-related mutants. An overview of the glucose-insensitive 
response and factors involved in it is presented in Fig. 2B. 

Glucose analogs such as 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG), which can be 
phosphorylated by hexokinase (HXK) but not used in general metabolism, 
were shown to induce several sugar responses. Such studies suggested that 
HXK substrate phosphorylation suffices to induce sugar responses (Jang and 
Sheen, 1994). Evidence for the involvement of HXK in sugar responses was 
shown by work of Xiao et al. (2000) using antisense and overexpressing 
HXK1 lines. Antisense HXK1 lines showed reduced sugar responsiveness 
whereas HXK1 overexpressing lines were glucose hypersensitive. These 
studies suggested a role for HXK1 in sugar responses, but it remained 
unclear whether HXK catalytic activity is required for its signalling 
function. A gin2/hxk1 mutant was isolated in the glucose-insensitive screen. 
This mutant is glucose-insensitive and shows reduced growth under high 
light conditions, reduced seed set, hypersensitivity to cytokinin, and a 
reduced sensitivity to auxin (Moore et al., 2003). Remarkably, introduction 
of catalytically inactive versions of HXK1 into the gin2/hxk1 mutant 
suppresses several of its phenotypes, such as the growth defects under high 
light, reduced sugar sensitivity and altered hormone sensitivity (Moore et 
al., 2003). This indicates that the catalytically inactive HXK1 protein 
supports several important signalling functions.  

The second group of gin mutants (gin1/aba2, gin5/aba3 and 
gin6/abi4) has defects in either ABA biosynthesis or ABA response 
(Arenas-Huertero et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2002). ABI4 gene expression is 
enhanced in sugar-treated, developmentally arrested seedlings compared to 
untreated non-arrested seedlings (Arenas-Huertero et al., 2000; Cheng et al.,  
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Fig. 2  Glucose blocks early seedling development of Arabidopsis seedlings. A. Phenotype 
Ler-0 seedlings grown on control media (con), con + 7% sorbitol (sorb), con + 7% glucose 
or con + 10 uM ABA.  B. Simplified model of the glucose-insensitive response. ABA 
accumulation and the expression of downstream effectors (ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5) are 
enhanced in glucose-treated seedlings (Arenas-Huertero et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2002). 
AIP2 and AFP induce ABI3 and ABI5 degradation (Lopez Molina et al., 2003; Zhang et 
al., 2005) and are putative negative regulators of glucose signalling as well. On the left 
negative regulators (indicated with a bar) and positive regulators (indicated with an arrow) 
of the glucose-insensitive response are indicated. See text for details. It is largely unknown 
how these factors impinge on the glucose response pathway 
 
 
2002). However, the response to sugar is dependent on the developmental 
stage, i.e., older seedlings lose their sugar sensitivity and do not show ABI4 
gene induction (Gibson et al., 2001; Arroyo et al., 2003). The abi4 mutant 
was originally identified in a germination-based screen for ABA-insensitive 
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mutants (Finkelstein, 1994). It encodes an AP2 domain transcription factor. 
In total 145 ERF/AP2 domain proteins have been reported that are 
subdivided into five subfamilies (Sakuma et al., 2002). ABI4 is a member of 
the DREB subfamily, which is further divided into six classes. ABI4 forms 
one such DREB class by itself and no close homologs are present in the 
Arabidopsis genome (Finkelstein et al., 1998; Soderman et al., 2000; 
Sakuma et al., 2002). Moreover, the AP2 domain of AtABI4 is more similar 
to the AP2 domains of its maize and rice orthologs, ZmABI4 and OsABI4 
respectively, than to its closest homologs in the Arabidopsis genome (Niu et 
al., 2002). The maize ortholog of AtABI4 is able to complement the 
Arabidopsis abi4-1 mutant and binds the CE1 (coupling element)-like 
sequences in ABA- and sugar-regulated promoters (Niu et al., 2002). 
Recently, Acevedo-Hernandez et al. (2005) showed that the S-box 
(containing a CE1-like element) in the RBCS (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 
carboxylase small subunit) promoter and binding of the ABI4 protein in the 
S-box is essential for sugar- and ABA-repression of RBCS transcription. 
Experiments using a S-box-less RBCS promoter::reporter construct 
indicated that this promoter is no longer subject to repression by sugar and 
ABA, suggesting the importance of this element in the down-regulation of 
RBCS by sugar and ABA. Also, reporter analysis using the authentic S-box-
containing promoter in an abi4-1 background indicated that the S-box does 
not function in the absence of ABI4. In addition to its role in ABA and 
sugar regulation, ABI4 is also involved in osmotic and salt responses during 
germination, lateral root outgrowth in response to nitrate and primed callose 
deposition in β-amino butyric acid-induced resistance against necrotrophic 
pathogens (Quesada et al., 2000; Signora et al., 2001; Carles et al., 2002; 
Ton and Mauch-Mani, 2004).   

ABA and the ABI4 transcription factor are essential for several sugar 
responses, raising the question whether other ABA response loci are 
important in sugar signalling as well. Several papers reported the early 
seedling developmental phenotypes of abi1, abi2, abi3, abi5, and abi8 
mutants grown in the presence of glucose and sucrose. In general, abi1, 
abi2, and abi3 seeds showed wild-type sensitivity to high sugar 
concentrations, while abi5 and abi8 seeds were insensitive (Leon and 
Sheen, 2003; Brocard-Gifford et al., 2004). In contrast, overexpression 
studies with ABI3 and ABI5 suggest that both genes affect sugar responses 
(Brocard et al., 2002; Finkelstein et al., 2002; Zeng and Kermode, 2005). 
Moreover, abi3 mutants were insensitive to glucose in combination with 
ABA (Nambara et al., 2002). Clearly, this issue needs further work.  

The third group of gin mutants exhibits altered ethylene biosynthesis 
or responses. Zhou et al. (1998) found that the glucose insensitivity of the 
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gin1 mutant could be phenocopied by treatment of wild-type seeds with the 
ethylene precursor 1-aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid (ACC). Moreover, 
mutants that over-produce ethylene or have a constitutive ethylene response 
show a gin phenotype. In two screens (gin and sis) alleles of constitutive 
ethylene response (ctr) mutants were identified as sugar insensitive (Gibson 
et al., 2001; Cheng et al., 2002; Leon and Sheen, 2003). Vice versa, 
ethylene-insensitive (ein) mutants were found to be hypersensitive to 
glucose-induced seedling arrest (Zhou et al., 1998; Leon and Sheen, 2003). 
Interestingly, Yanagisawa et al. (2003) showed that glucose promotes EIN3 
turnover via a HXK1-dependent pathway. Recently, Guo and Ecker (2003) 
and Potuschak et al. (2003) demonstrated that EIN3 regulation is an 
important step in ethylene signalling. EIN3 is degraded via the 
ubiquitin/proteasome pathway which involves the F-box proteins EBF1 and 
EBF2. Upon ethylene treatment EIN3 protein accumulates, dependent on 
several genes of the ethylene response pathway including ETR1, CTR1, 
EIN2 and EIN6 (Guo and Ecker, 2003; Potuschak et al., 2003). 

Both ABA and ethylene are regulators of sugar responses and also 
interact in their signalling pathways. Constitutive ethylene signalling 
decreases ABA sensitivity and ethylene-insensitive mutants are ABA 
hypersensitive (Beaudoin et al., 2000; Ghassemian et al., 2000). Genetic 
analysis of glucose-induced seedling arrest using ethylene signalling etr1 
(ethylene response1) and ein2 mutants and gin1/aba2 demonstrated that 
gin1/aba2 acts downstream of ethylene signalling (Zhou et al., 1998; Cheng 
et al., 2002). Possibly, ethylene affects sugar responses by modifying ABA 
levels or ABA signalling, as was shown for germination (Beaudoin et al., 
2000; Ghassemian et al., 2000) and for stomatal closure (Tanaka et al., 
2005). 
 
 
Other factors affecting the glucose response during early seedling 
development 
  
The analysis of gin mutants provides an important basis for our knowledge 
of glucose signalling during early seedling development. However, other 
nutrients, metabolites, hormones and mutations are known to affect the 
sugar response during early seedling development. For example, the 
gin2/hxk1 mutant is hypersensitive to cytokinin and has a reduced 
sensitivity to auxin (Moore et al., 2003). Interestingly, addition of cytokinin 
to developing seedlings results in a reduced sugar sensitivity as does the 
addition of ACC (Zhou et al., 1998; Moore et al., 2003). The effect of 
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cytokinin is independent from ethylene signalling. In addition, auxin 
signalling mutants, such as tir1, show a gin phenotype (Moore et al., 2003). 

Both carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) are important nutrients for plant 
growth and development. C and N signalling intersect and several responses 
are more responsive to C/N ratio rather than to C concentration alone 
(Martin et al., 2002; for reviews see Coruzzi and Bush, 2001; Coruzzi and 
Zhou, 2001). Microarray analyses of C, N or C+N responsive genes 
supported the hypothesis that plants possess such C/N-responsive 
mechanisms (Palenchar et al., 2004). Furthermore, this study showed that 
C/N ratio controls transcription via multiple mechanisms. Increasing N 
concentration in the growth   media decreases responsiveness of seedlings to 
sugar, or lowering nitrogen levels increases the sensitivity of seedlings to 
sugar (Martin et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2003). Photosynthetic gene 
expression and lipid mobilization in response to sugar are affected by C/N 
ratio as well (Martin et al., 2002).  

Trehalose metabolism also affects sugar utilization during early 
seedling growth. Genes for trehalose metabolism were found in many 
plants, but with exception of some resurrection plants, trehalose levels are 
very low to undetectable (Eastmond et al., 2003). Also in Arabidopsis the 
amount of trehalose is very low but nevertheless, trehalose metabolism was 
found to be essential for Arabidopsis development and carbon metabolism 
(Eastmond et al., 2002; Schluepmann et al., 2003). Transgenic plants with 
enhanced levels of trehalose-6-phosphate (T6P) show an improved growth 
on media supplemented with sugars, while transgenic lines with decreased 
levels of T6P develop slower and exhibit reduced cotyledon expansion and 
greening (Schluepmann et al., 2003; Avonce et al., 2004). Thus, T6P levels 
determine the responses of seedlings to exogenously supplied sugar.  

Recently, several mutants that have an altered gin response were 
described. Mutants in the ABRE-binding factor ABF2 and its interacting 
partner ARIA (ARM REPEAT PROTEIN INTERACTING WITH ABF2) 
result in a gin phenotype, and the opposite result was obtained when both 
genes were overexpressed (Kim et al., 2004a, b). Also a genetic lesion in 
GAOLAOZHUANGREN2 (GLZ2) has been identified as a gin mutant (Chen 
et al., 2004). On the other hand, mutations in genes like PLEIOTROPIC 
RESPONSE LOCUS1 (PRL1), HYPERSENESCENCE1 (HYS1/CPR5), and 
GLUCOSE HYPERSENSITIVE1 (GHS1) result in an enhanced response to 
sugar during early seedling growth (Nemeth et al., 1998; Yoshida et al., 
2002; Morita-Yamamuro et al., 2004). Interestingly, ghs1 has a lesion in 
plastid 30S ribosomal protein S21. This mutant has reduced levels of RBCL 
(RBC large subunit) and impaired chloroplast development (Morita-
Yamamuro et al., 2001). Possibly, a translation-dependent plastidic signal is 
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necessary for proper sugar signalling, although alternative chloroplast 
defects cannot be ruled out (Morita-Yamamuro et al., 2001). Interestingly, 
treatment of dark-grown seedlings with lincomycin, an inhibitor of plastid 
translation, inhibits the developmentally regulated PC expression and 
mimics sugar treatment of dark-grown seedlings (Dijkwel, 1997).  
 
 
Sugar delays seed germination in Arabidopsis 
  
The storage reserves in seeds are consumed during germination and seedling 
growth to sustain cellular processes and growth. It is, therefore, remarkable 
that the addition of metabolizable sugars such as glucose delays seed 
germination in Arabidopsis (To et al., 2002; Ullah et al., 2002; Price et al., 
2003; Dekkers et al., 2004). An inhibition of germination by sugars is also 
reported for tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), squash (Cucurbita pepo) 
and watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) seeds (Martin and Blackburn, 2003). In 
contrast, addition of metabolizable sugar relieves the inhibition of 
Arabidopsis seed germination by mannose and ABA (Garciarrubio et al., 
1997; Pego et al., 1999; Finkelstein and Lynch, 2000b). In Arabidopsis the 
delay of germination is provoked by low concentrations of glucose and is 
dose-dependent. This glucose-induced germination delay is independent of 
the osmotic stress because equal concentrations of sorbitol or mannitol do 
not cause a similar delay in germination (To et al., 2002; Price et al., 2003; 
Dekkers et al., 2004; see Chapter 2).  

The glucose analog mannose is a potent inhibitor of Arabidopsis 
seed germination and is effective at low concentrations (5-10 mM) (Pego et 
al., 1999). The mannose-induced inhibition of germination depends on a 
hexokinase-mediated step and abi4 mutants have a reduced sensitivity for 
such treatment. Surprisingly, aba mutants show normal sensitivity to 
mannose during germination (Pego et al., 1999; Huijser et al., 2000; Laby et 
al., 2000). Glucose and mannose both inhibit seed germination but this 
occurs via separate pathways (Dekkers et al., 2004; see Chapter 2). The 
effect of mannose can be counteracted by the addition of 60 mM glucose 
(Pego et al., 1999). Originally, it was hypothesized that mannose signalling 
restricts carbon mobilization necessary for germination. Analysis of a 
mutant in AtSTP1, a monosaccharide/proton symporter in Arabidopsis, 
showed that this is a major sugar transporter in seeds and seedlings (Sherson 
et al., 2000). Glucose and mannose uptake is reduced up to 60% in the stp1 
mutant and stp1 is a mannose-insensitive germination (mig; Pego et al., 
1999) mutant as well, showing that mannose transport is important for the 
germination inhibition. Sherson et al. (2000) therefore suggested that the 
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rescue by glucose is possibly caused by reduced mannose uptake due to 
competition with excess glucose. 

As discussed earlier, the ability of elevated sugar concentrations to 
inhibit early seedling growth was used to screen for sugar-insensitive 
mutants. The hxk1, aba2, abi4 and ctr1 mutants lacked this post-germinative 
developmental arrest when challenged with elevated sugar concentrations 
(Leon and Sheen, 2003). Such sugar-insensitive mutants were predicted to 
be insensitive also to the sugar-induced germination delay. Strikingly, hxk1, 
abi4 and ctr1 mutants turned out to be sensitive to the sugar-induced 
germination delay. Only ABA-deficient mutants were insensitive to sugar to 
some extent. These results show that the sugar-induced delay of germination 
and sugar-induced post-germinative developmental arrest are two distinct 
responses (Price et al., 2003; Dekkers et al., 2004; see Chapter 2).  

The role of other plant hormones was investigated with respect to the 
sugar-induced germination delay. Sugar treatment delayed ABA 
degradation (Price et al., 2003); however, it is unclear whether this reduced 
ABA degradation is the cause of the delay of germination or is a 
consequence of the glucose-triggered delay of germination. Mutants with a 
reduced ABA sensitivity such as abi1, abi2, abi4, abi5 and ctr1 exhibit 
normal sensitivity to glucose during germination (Price et al., 2003; Dekkers 
et al., 2004). These results support the hypothesis that the delayed ABA 
degradation is a consequence rather than the cause of the germination delay. 
It is unclear why ABA-deficient mutants show a reduced sensitivity to 
glucose. Possibly, ABA levels are important for regulating the glucose 
sensitivity in seeds. ABA concentrations that are not inhibitory to 
germination synergistically enhance the repression of germination by 
glucose (Dekkers et al., 2004). This enhancement of glucose repression of 
germination by ABA is not due to osmotic signalling and is independent of 
ABI4, as is shown in Fig. 3. Thus, ABI4 is neither involved in the glucose 
response during germination nor in the modulation of this response by 
ABA. Furthermore, the addition of hormones such as GA, brassinosteroids 
and ethylene (via ACC) that are known to stimulate germination did not 
suppress the glucose-induced germination delay (Dekkers et al., 2004; see 
Chapter 2).  

Another mutant with an altered response to sugar during germination 
is gpa1 (Ullah et al., 2002). GPA1 (G PROTEIN IN ARABIDOPSIS1) is a 
gene encoding the alpha subunit of the G-protein in Arabidopsis. gpa1 
mutants have an enhanced sensitivity to sugar during germination. 
Inhibition of carotenoid synthesis by fluridone (which causes an inhibition 
of ABA synthesis) suppresses the hypersensitivity of gpa1 seeds to glucose  
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Fig. 3  ABI4 is required for neither the glucose response during germination nor its 
modulation by ABA. A, B. Col-0 (wild-type) and abi4-1 seeds were germinated on 0.5 MS 
media, 0.5 MS containing 0.5 µM ABA, 2.5% sorbitol or a combination of 0.5 µM ABA + 
2.5% sorbitol (A+2.5 sorb). The osmotic response is synergistically enhanced by low 
concentrations of ABA in Col-0, but abi4-1 is insensitive to this combination. C, D. Col-0 
and abi4-1 seeds are germinated on 0.5 MS, or 0.5 MS containing 0.5 µM ABA, 2.5% 
glucose or a combination of 0.5 µM ABA + 2.5% glucose (0.5A+2.5glc). Both Col-0 and 
abi4-1 have enhanced glucose sensitivity in combination with ABA compared to glucose 
treatment alone. Apparently, based on the differential response of abi4-1 to ABA + sorbitol 
compared to ABA + glucose, the enhanced response to the combination of ABA and 
glucose is not due to osmotic signalling. Seeds were stratified for three days at 4 °C before 
transfer to the growth chamber (16h/8h light/dark, 22°C). The results are the mean of single 
experiment performed in duplo. Error bars indicate SE (SE smaller than 2 is not indicated). 
The experiment was repeated twice with similar results 
 
 
(Ullah et al., 2002). The gpa1 mutants are also less sensitive to GA and lack 
the response to brassinosteroid. 

An impaired germination phenotype is also observed in mutants that 
have are impaired in fatty acid metabolism, such as ketoacyl-CoA thiolase2 
(kat2), comatose (cts) and acyl-CoA oxidase1 acyl-CoA oxidase2 (acx1 
acx2) double mutant. A recent study of Pinfield-Wells et al. (2005) showed 
that seed germination of fatty acid breakdown mutants cannot be rescued by 
sucrose addition. This suggests that peroxisomal β–oxidation activity has 
another essential function in germination in addition to the provision of 
carbon to support growth. Possibly peroxisomal β–oxidation activity is 
necessary for the generation of metabolites or signalling molecules that 
induce germination or, alternatively, is involved in the degradation of a 
germination inhibitor (Pinfield-Wells et al., 2005). Studies on the fatty acid 
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transport mutant cts show that its “forever” dormant phenotype is 
suppressed in certain genetic backgrounds. Combining cts with mutations 
such as aba1, abi3, lec1 (leafy cotyledon1), and fus3 (fusca3), rescues the 
germination phenotype (Russell et al., 2000). However, cts germination 
phenotype is not rescued by abi1-1 or reduced dormancy2 (rdo2), both of 
which show a reduced dormancy phenotype (Foottit et al., 2002). Notably, 
aba, abi3-5, lec1 and fus3 have reduced glucose sensitivity during 
germination but abi1-1 and rdo2 are sensitive to sugar during germination 
(Brocard-Gifford et al., 2003; Price et al., 2003; Dekkers et al., 2004; our 
unpublished results). Moreover, germination of the fatty acid breakdown 
mutants acx1, acx2 and cts is not significantly improved by exogenous GA ( 
Russell et al., 2000; Pinfield-Wells et al., 2005). Similarly, the glucose-
induced delay of germination is not rescued by GA (Dekkers et al., 2004). A 
correlation might exist between different genotypes that specify glucose 
sensitivity and their sensitivity to a disfunctional peroxisomal β–oxidation 
pathway during germination. Moreover, sugar addition delayed storage lipid 
breakdown in Arabidopsis seeds (Martin et al., 2002; To et al., 2002). One 
could suggest that glucose addition to seeds delays seed germination by 
transiently repressing peroxisomal β–oxidation activity, which is essential 
for proper seed germination. However, this hypothesis seems unlikely, since 
the sugar-insensitive mutant abi4 is insensitive to glucose repression of 
storage lipid mobilization but is sensitive to glucose-induced germination 
delay (To et al., 2002). Moreover, nitrogen concentrations do not affect the 
glucose-induced delay of seed germination but C/N ratio does influence 
storage lipid breakdown (Martin et al., 2002). Finally, the glucose analog 3-
O-methylglucose (3-OMG) delays germination but does not affect storage 
lipid breakdown (To et al., 2002). These observations uncouple the 
inhibitory effects of glucose on storage lipid mobilization and on 
germination.   

 
 
Imbibed seeds rapidly lose sensitivity for the glucose-induced germination 
delay 
 
The temporal window of seed glucose sensitivity was investigated by 
transferring non-stratified seeds from sugar-free media to glucose-
containing media at different times after imbibition. The sensitivity to 
glucose rapidly declined during imbibition prior to radicle emergence, in 
contrast to the sensitivity to ABA, which remained essentially constant 
during this time period (Fig. 4A, B). Since stratification (imbibed chilling at 
4°C) promotes loss of dormancy in Arabidopsis seeds, it was of interest to  
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Fig. 4  Imbibed seeds rapidly lose sensitivity for glucose during germination. A, B. Non-
stratified seeds were germinated at 22°C.on 0.5 MS (con, control), on 0.5 MS containing 
2.5% glucose (glc), on 0.5 MS + 3 µM ABA (ABA) at t=0 or on 2.5% glucose or 3 µM 
ABA after incubation for 7, 14, 21 or 28 h on 0.5 MS (T0 to T28) At 28 h the seeds were 
not germinated but germination started within seven hours thereafter. Germination was 
scored on days two or three for 0.5 MS and glucose treatments and on days five to seven 
for ABA treatments depending on the ecotype and experiment. In both Ler and C24 (wild-
type) ecotypes, glucose sensitivity was rapidly lost during imbibition while the sensitivity 
for ABA was unaffected. C, D. Seeds were stratified for three days at 4°C.on 0.5 MS and 
transferred after stratification to 0.5 MS (MS>MS), 6% sorbitol (MS>sorb) or 6% glucose 
(MS>glc), or stratified on 6% sorbitol and transferred after stratification to 6% sorbitol 
(sorb>sorb), or stratified on 6% glucose and transferred to 6% glucose (glc>glc). In both 
Ler and C24 ecotypes the sensitivity to glucose during germination is suppressed by 
stratification in the absence of glucose. E, F. Seeds were stratified on 0.5 MS and 
transferred after stratification to 0.5 MS (MS>MS), stratified on 0.5 MS + 10 µM ABA and 
transferred to 0.5 MS +10 µM ABA (ABA>ABA) or 0.5 MS +10 µM ABA + 2.5% glucose 
(ABA>A+G), or stratified on 0.5 MS +10 µM ABA + 2.5% glucose and transferred to 0.5 
MS +10 µM ABA + 2.5% glucose (A+G>A+G). The addition of glucose rescues 
germination of ABA-treated seeds of both Ler and C24, but is more pronounced when 
glucose is added after stratification. Data points are the means of a single experiment 
performed in duplo. Error bars indicate SE (SE smaller than 2 is not indicated). The 
experiment was repeated one to three times with similar results. Control experiments 
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showed that seed transfer did not affect their germination behaviour (data not shown). 
Similar results were found as well using the Col-0 ecotype.   
 
test whether the sensitivity to glucose would also be lost during 
stratification. When Arabidopsis seeds were treated with 2.5% glucose 
during stratification and subsequent incubation at 22°C, germination was 
significantly delayed (Dekkers et al., 2004). In contrast, when seeds were 
exposed to 2.5% glucose only immediately after stratification, they had lost 
their sensitivity to glucose and exhibited no delay in germination (B.J.W. 
Dekkers and J.C.M. Smeekens, unpublished results). Moreover, seeds were 
resistant to even higher glucose concentrations (6%, w/v) after stratification, 
while the response to 6% sorbitol was not affected by stratification (Fig. 4C, 
D). Germination of seeds that were treated with glucose after stratification 
mimic the germination curves of sorbitol-treated seeds (Fig. 4C, D). On the 
other hand, continuous glucose treatment during stratification and 
germination resulted in a clear germination delay (Fig. 4C, D).  

As discussed previously, metabolizable sugars antagonize ABA 
signalling during germination and promote germination of ABA-treated 
seeds (Garciarrubio et al. 1997; Finkelstein and Lynch, 2000a). This rescue 
of germination of ABA-treated seeds by glucose is more pronounced when 
glucose is added to the medium after stratification (Fig. 4E, F), which is 
consistent with the observation that glucose is inhibitory when present 
during stratification. This finding shows that the stimulatory effect of 
glucose on germination is exerted after stratification. It appears that the 
inhibitory and stimulatory (in case of ABA treatment) actions of glucose 
during germination are separable in time.  
Mutants with disrupted seed development such as lec1, fus3 and abi3-5 are 
insensitive to sugar during germination as well (Brocard-Gifford et al., 
2003; B.J.W. Dekkers and J.C.M. Smeekens, unpublished results). The 
temporal separation of glucose sensitivity of seeds between stratification 
and germination periods might explain the insensitivity of these mutants; 
i.e., the developmental modes of lec1, fus3 and abi3-5 may be already 
shifted to a sugar insensitive phase due to their heterochronic nature.  

Thus far, little is known about the physiological or molecular basis 
of the glucose response during seed germination. In Arabidopsis many 
genes involved in dormancy and germination have been described using 
mutant or natural variation analysis (Bentsink and Koornneef, 2002). Genes 
such as IMBIBITION-INDUCIBLE1 (IMB1), PIF3-LIKE5 (PIL5), RGA-
LIKE2 (RGL2), DELAY OF GERMINATION (DOG) and REDUCED 
DORMANCY (RDO1/4) are important regulators of germination (Leon-
Kloosterziel et al., 1996; Bentsink and Koornneef, 2002; Lee et al., 2002; 
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Alonso-Blanco et al., 2003, Duque and Chua, 2003; Oh et al., 2004). 
Possibly, sugars delay germination by affecting expression of such genes or 
activities of their products. Interestingly, Bradford et al. (2003) showed that 
the SUCROSE NON-FERMENTING4 (LeSNF4) gene is differently 
regulated by ABA and GA in germinating tomato seeds. SNF4 is part of a 
SnRK1 (SNF1-related protein kinase) complex involved in the regulation of 
sugar metabolism. Bradford et al. (2003) suggest that regulation of LeSNF4 
may act as a potential link between hormonal and sugar signals during 
germination.  
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Sugar and ABA signalling are intimately related in their effects on seed 
germination and the switch from germinative to seedling growth. Thus far, 
three different phases encompassing germination and early seedling growth 
with alternating synergistic and antagonistic sugar and ABA interactions can 
be distinguished (Fig. 5).  

First, the sugar-induced delay of germination is an early response. 
During imbibition the sensitivity to glucose rapidly decreases while the 
sensitivity to ABA is unaffected. This glucose response during germination 
is largely repressed when glucose is added after the stratification period. 
Small amounts of ABA, which do not affect germination, enhance the 
sugar-induced delay of germination. In this case, ABA and sugar act 
synergistically to repress germination. This synergistic response is also 
observed in abi4. Thus, ABI4 has no function in either the glucose-induced 
delay of germination or the synergistic action between sugar and ABA.  

Second, ABA inhibits seed germination and the addition of sugar 
rescues the germination of ABA-treated seeds. This antagonistic interaction 
of metabolizable sugar with ABA is only observed with respect to radicle 
emergence. Early seedling growth is still inhibited by ABA in the presence 
of sugar. The rescue of germination by sugar is improved when sugar is 
applied after stratification.  

Third, both ABA and elevated sugar concentrations block early 
seedling development. The response to sugar depends on the presence of 
ABA, as shown by the fact that several ABA biosynthesis mutants are 
glucose insensitive. Also the ABA response loci ABI4 and ABI5 are 
important for a proper glucose response. Thus, sugar and ABA signalling 
co-operate to induce early seedling developmental arrest.                      
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Fig. 5  Overview of three different responses with alternating synergistic and antagonistic 
ABA and glucose interactions during Arabidopsis seed germination and early seedling 
growth 
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OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 
 
Sugars have pronounced effects on many plant processes like gene 
expression, germination and early seedling development. Several screens for 
sugar insensitive mutants were performed to identify genes involved in 
sugar response pathways using the model plant Arabidopsis. These include 
sun, gin and sis screens mentioned earlier in this chapter. These different 
screens identified common and screen-specific mutants. Interestingly, ABA 
and ABI4 seem to play an essential function in all these sugar response 
assays. We studied sugar response pathways encompassing germination and 
early seedling establishment. Our research was focussed on the sugar-
regulated expression of PC in dark-grown seedlings, the glucose-induced 
delay of germination and the sugar–induced early seedling developmental 
block.  

In Chapter 2 we describe that sugars delay Arabidopsis seed 
germination. Already low concentrations of glucose are able to delay seed 
germination and this delay is independent from osmotic signalling. 
Analysing mutants with a gin phenotype like ctr1, abi4 and abi5 shows that 
these mutants respond as wt to glucose with respect of the delay of 
germination. This indicates that the delay of germination and the gin 
response are two different processes. Additional studies show that 
stratification of seeds on sugar-free media suppresses the glucose-induced 
delay of germination but not the glucose-induced early seedling 
development arrest.     

In Chapter 3 we propose a function for ABI3 and ABI2 in sugar 
responses as well. We observed that ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 levels rise in 
seedlings that are challenged with glucose. abi3 mutants are insensitive for a 
range of sugar assays and abi3 mutants show a severely reduced induction 
of ABI4 and ABI5 after sugar treatment. These results suggest that ABA and 
sugar signalling (gin pathway) share more components than assumed before. 
It has been hypothesized that elevated sugar concentrations induce ABA 
signalling by increasing ABA levels. Despite the large overlap in signalling 
components, analysis of a glucose and ABA insensitive mutant over 
expressing ABI4 (abi5-1/35S::ABI4) revealed that glucose and ABA are 
perceived as two distinct signals.  

In Chapter 4 we investigated the sun response pathway in more 
detail. Thus far, only one sun mutant, sun6/abi4, has been identified. We 
tested other sugar and ABA signalling mutants for their sun response. 
Conversely, sun mutants were tested for their gin response as well. 
Remarkably, ABA deficient mutants, which are strong gin mutants, do not 
show a significant sun phenotype. Thus, ABA is important for the gin 
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response pathway but not in the sun pathway that regulates PC levels in 
response to sucrose.   

In Chapter 5 the results of the preceding chapters are summarized 
and discussed. The similarities and differences between the sugar response 
pathways studied are presented.   
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Chapter 2 

Abstract Here we report that glucose delays germination of Arabidopsis 
thaliana (L.) Heynh. seeds at concentrations below those known to inhibit 
early seedling development. This inhibition acts on embryo growth and is 
independent of hexokinase (HXK) function. Hormones and hormone 
inhibitors were applied to the germination media and several hormone 
biosynthesis and signaling mutants were tested on glucose media to 
investigate a possible role of abscisic acid (ABA), gibberellin and ethylene 
in the glucose-induced germination delay. Results indicate that the 
germination inhibition by glucose cannot be antagonized by ethylene or 
gibberellin and is independent of the HXK1/ABA/ABI4 signalling cascade. 
These findings suggest that there is a separate regulatory pathway 
independent of ABI2/ABI4/ABI5. Thus, in a relatively short time frame 
sugars utilize different signalling cascades to inhibit germination and post-
germination growth, underlining the complexity of sugar responses. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Photosynthesis provides plants with sugars that have a pivotal role in the 
plant life cycle. Carbohydrates serve as energy source and as basic building 
materials for the synthesis of essentially all other organic molecules. 
Furthermore, sugars can be converted into polymers giving rise to storage 
components like starch and fructans or structural components like cellulose. 
Sugars also regulate the expression of numerous genes (Koch 1996) and 
affect many important plant processes (Gibson 2000). Moreover, sugars 
have a signalling function in which the hexokinase (HXK) protein is 
suggested to play a pivotal role (Sheen et al. 1999; Smeekens 2000; Moore 
et al. 2003).  

At least three different glucose-signalling pathways have been 
proposed in plants (Sheen et al. 1999). An HXK-independent pathway 
regulates genes like those for chalcone synthase (CHS) and cell wall 
invertase 1 (CIN1). These genes are induced by sugar analogs such as 6-
deoxyglucose (6-DG) and 3-O-methyl glucose (3-OMG) that are taken up 
by plant cells but not further metabolized. Such hexose sensing might be 
mediated by transporter-like receptors as described in yeast (Özcan et al. 
1996), although these have not been demonstrated in plants so far. The two 
other pathways are HXK-dependent, of which one is glycolysis-dependent 
and is induced by overexpression of both native Arabidopsis AtHXK1 and 
heterologous yeast HXK1 in Arabidopsis. The other pathway requires 
Arabidopsis AtHXK1 specifically and affects, among others, photosynthetic 
genes like those for chlorophyll a/b-binding protein (CAB), the small 
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subunit of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase (RBCS) and plastocyanin 
(PC; Sheen et al. 1999; Moore et al. 2003). 

To study plant-specific sugar signal transduction, several 
laboratories employed mutant screens in Arabidopsis and such screens 
identified so-called sugar insensitive mutants. Most of these screens 
revealed a central role for the plant hormones abscisic acid (ABA; Arenas-
Huertero et al. 2000; Huijser et al. 2000; Laby et al. 2000; Rook et al. 2001) 
and ethylene (Zhou et al. 1998; Gibson et al. 2001) in sugar-induced 
signalling during early seedling development (for review, see Gazzarrini 
and McCourt 2001; Rolland et al. 2002). Many other processes are affected 
by sugars as well, including germination (Garciarrubio et al. 1997; Pego et 
al. 1999; Finkelstein and Lynch 2000).  

Germination is a highly regulated process that is influenced by 
environmental factors, including light and temperature (Bentsink and 
Koornneef 2002). In addition, endogenous plant hormones play an 
important role in preventing (ABA) or stimulating [gibberellin (GA), 
brassinosteroid (BR) and ethylene] germination. Of these hormones, ABA 
and GA have the most pronounced effect. This is shown by the reduced seed 
dormancy of aba and several abi mutants (Koornneef et al. 1982, 1984), 
while the GA-deficient mutants (ga1, ga2 and ga3) are incapable of 
germination (Debeaujon and Koornneef 2000; Bentsink and Koornneef 
2002). Previous studies showed that mannose and 2-deoxyglucose, both of 
which are substrates for HXK, are potent inhibitors of Arabidopsis seed 
germination (Pego et al. 1999). Sugar uptake is probably not involved since 
the non-metabolizable sugars 6-DG and 3-OMG do not affect germination 
in this assay. The inhibiting effect of mannose could be suppressed by 
application of mannoheptulose, an inhibitor of HXK function, thereby 
suggesting HXK involvement. Interestingly, germination in mannose-
arrested seeds could also be restored by addition of glucose to the medium. 
A similar effect of glucose was found for ABA-mediated inhibition of 
Arabidopsis seed germination. Application of metabolizable sugars relieved 
the inhibitory effect of ABA on germination but not on seedling growth 
(Garciarrubio et al. 1997; Finkelstein and Lynch 2000). The glucose relief 
of ABA action was already effective at a concentration of 35 mM and the 
effect was enhanced by light (Finkelstein and Lynch 2000). Thus far, 
however, the mechanism by which metabolizable sugars are able to suppress 
the mannose and ABA inhibition of germination is still unresolved, although 
it does not seem to be solely nutritional (Finkelstein and Lynch 2000; 
Pritchard et al. 2003).  

The studies described above suggest a stimulatory role for glucose in 
germination but, in contrast, when analyzing seed germination of several 
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Arabidopsis ecotypes, we observed that even low concentrations of 
exogenously supplied sugars delayed seed germination. Here we report an 
analysis of this phenomenon at a physiological and genetic level. We 
conclude that this glucose response acts on the growth potential of the 
embryo, is not influenced by exogenous nitrogen availability, and is 
independent of HXK activity. To unravel a possible mechanism for the 
inhibition of germination by glucose we investigated the role of several 
plant hormones such as GAs, ethylene and ABA. These hormones play an 
important role in the control of seed germination and are involved in sugar 
responses as well. This analysis shows that ethylene and GA signalling are 
not able to antagonize the glucose-induced delay of seed germination. 
Furthermore, ABA levels affect the response to glucose during germination 
but the abi mutants respond like the wild type (WT) to the glucose-induced 
delay. 
 
 
Results 
 
Exogenous glucose delays germination of Arabidopsis seeds 
 
To investigate the effect of glucose on germination, seeds were plated on 
0.5MS and a range (0.5%, 1%, 2.5% and 5%) of glucose and sorbitol 
concentrations. Sorbitol is a sugar alcohol that is not taken up by plant cells 
and serves as an osmotic control (Gibson 2000). We observed that sugars 
delayed germination, as was previously reported for high glucose 
concentrations (6% glucose) by To et al. (2002) and Ullah et al. (2002). The 
finding that even low concentrations (1%) of glucose are able to delay seed 
germination (Fig. 1a) was unexpected, since low concentrations of 
metabolizable sugars are effective in relieving the inhibitory action of ABA 
and mannose during germination (Garciarrubio et al. 1997; Pego et al. 1999; 
Finkelstein and Lynch 2000). As expected, elevated levels of glucose (up to 
5%) restricted germination more severely. After 1 day the germination 
frequency in the sugar-free control plates approached 80–100%. Since the 
media containing up to 2.5% sorbitol showed control-level germination 
frequencies, the germination delay is unlikely to have been caused by 
osmotic activity. The response to 2.5% sorbitol and glucose was studied in 
more detail. Germination was scored every 1.5–2.5 h from 16 h to 24 h. The 
data presented in Fig. 1b show that the germination frequency increases 
rapidly during the first day. Because of this fact we screened germination 
frequencies in as limited a time period as possible to prevent this time factor 
influencing the data scored. Germination on sorbitol is also slightly retarded  
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Fig. 1a–f Glucose delays 
germination of Arabidopsis 
thaliana seeds. a 
Germination inhibition of Ler 
seeds by increasing 
concentrations (w/v) of 
sorbitol and glucose scored 
24 h post-stratification. b 
Detailed time course of the 
germination response of Ler 
seeds on 0.5MS, and on 
0.5MS containing 2.5% 
sorbitol or 2.5% glucose. a 
and b show means ± SE of 
duplicate experiments, with 
confidence of 99%. Similar 
results were obtained in three 
independent experiments. c–f 
Germination of Col-0 seeds 
(c,d) and dissected embryos 
(e,f) on 0.5MS (c,e) and on 
2.5% glucose (d,f) at 38 h 

post-stratification. 
Germination percentage is 
indicted for the seeds. Also 
average relative sizes (rs) of 
the dissected embryos are 
indicated. Representative 
embryos from seeds 
germinated on 2.5% glucose 
(as in d) were dissected and 
measured and the average 
was set to 100%. Similar 
results were obtained in two 
other experiments using Col-
0 seeds and Ler seeds, 
respectively 
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but rapidly follows control-plate germination and the difference disappears 
after 24 h. 

Germination is both determined by growth potential of the embryo 
and the restrictive properties of the seed coat (Bentsink and Koornneef 
2002; Debeaujon and Koornneef 2000). Isolated embryos from seeds were 
plated on 0.5MS, and on 0.5MS containing 2.5% sorbitol or 2.5% glucose. 
However, removal of the seed coat did not neutralize the glucose effect, as 
shown by the fact that the glucose-treated seedlings were significantly 
smaller than the 0.5MS-treated embryos (Fig. 1c–f). This implies that sugar 
acts on the growth potential of the embryo directly. Moreover, the 
cotyledons of 0.5MS-treated embryos started greening after 1 day while the 
glucose-treated ones were white. 

Thus far, we tested 10 different Arabidopsis accessions (Col-0, Ler, 
WS-2, C24, Oy1, Ksk1, Tsu, B-0, CVI and Nd) for glucose (1.5%) 
repression of germination. The accessions were grown simultaneously, 
except for Ler the seeds of which were 1 month older. All accessions tested 
showed a delay in germination caused by glucose (data not shown). 
Although the range of germination inhibition differed among the different 
ecotypes, this indicates that the glucose-induced delay is a general 
phenomenon in Arabidopsis. 
 
 
Characterization of the sugar response 
 
Next we tested whether other sugars were able to trigger inhibition of seed 
germination. Germination was assayed on 0.5MS medium or on 0.5MS 
medium supplemented with chemicals that serve as osmotic controls 
(sorbitol, mannitol or NaCl), or supplemented with different hexoses 
(glucose, galactose and 3-OMG) or disaccharides (sucrose, maltose or 
trehalose). All sugars tested were able to delay germination more efficiently  
than the osmotic controls although the effect of galactose, maltose and 
trehalose was relatively small and rapidly disappeared. Sucrose, glucose 
and, in particular, the non-metabolically active glucose analog 3-OMG 
postponed germination more strongly (Fig. 2). Since sucrose is hydrolyzed 
to glucose and fructose these hydrolysis products might be responsible for 
the inhibition observed on sucrose. The observation that the non-
metabolizable sugar analog 3-OMG is an effective inhibitor of germination 
suggests that HXK activity or further metabolism is not necessary to trigger 
the germination delay. 
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Fig. 2 Inhibition of Arabidopsis seed germination by different sugars. Ler seeds were 
germinated on 0.5MS, and on 0.5MS containing 84 mM (=1.5% glucose) sugar or 42 mM 
NaCl. Germination was scored in time (indicated on the right). sorb Sorbitol, man 
mannitol, suc sucrose, gal galactose, 3-OMG 3-O-methylglucose, malt maltose, treh 
trehalose. Germination in the presence of the different sugars was tested at least four times 
except for trehalose and NaCl, which were tested twice 
 
 

Sugar responses are influenced by nitrogen availability or 
carbon/nitrogen ratio (Martin et al. 2002). To investigate whether different 
nitrogen concentrations in the media affected the sugar-induced germination 
delay, Ler seeds were sown on 0.5MS or on 0.5MS + 2.5% glucose with 
different N concentrations. Germination was scored daily for 4 days, and 
Fig. 3a shows that the germination curves on 0.5MS are similar for the 
different N concentrations. This germination profile contrasts with the 
germination profile of glucose-treated seeds where a germination delay is 
observed. However, the response to the exogenous glucose is not altered by 
the different amounts of N in the germination media and is thus independent 
of nitrogen effects (Fig. 3b). 

Fig. 1b shows that 2.5% sorbitol has a mild osmotic effect, although 
a similar concentration of glucose severely inhibits germination. This 
inhibitory effect of 2.5% glucose could not be mimicked by a small amount 
of sugar (0.5%) supplemented with sorbitol (2%), indicating that that the 
inhibitory effect fully depends on glucose concentration and cannot be 
mimicked by osmotic stress (data not shown). 
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Fig. 3a,b Effect of nitrogen availability on glucose inhibition of Arabidopsis seed 
germination. Time course of germination of Ler seeds on 0.5MS (a), and on 0.5MS + 2.5% 
glucose (b) in the presence of different nitrogen concentrations. For this experiment, 0.5MS 
media (without vitamins) were custom-made in the laboratory so we were able to 
manipulate the nitrogen concentration (as indicated in the figure). The concentration of 30 
mM N corresponds to the amount of N in the 0.5MS medium. In the media with lower N 
concentration the ratio between nitrate and ammonium was maintained constant and KCl 
was added to obtain equal potassium ion concentrations. Data are means ± SE (with 
confidence of 95%) of a single experiment (performed in duplicate) and the same result was 
obtained in a second experiment 
 
 
Hormones as possible signalling intermediates in glucose-mediated 
germination inhibition 
 
From the above it is clear that glucose delays germination. To address the 
possible mechanism for the sugar-mediated delay in germination the role of 
three plant hormones, namely ABA, GA and ethylene, was investigated; GA 
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and ethylene stimulate germination, whereas ABA is inhibitory (Koornneef 
and Karssen 1994; Bentsink and Koornneef 2002). We hypothesized that 
sugar might interact with hormone biosynthesis or signalling, which would 
explain the observed germination delay. A negative interference of sugar 
with a GA-dependent signalling pathway has been described in barley 
embryos (Perata et al. 1997) and, interestingly, both ABA and ethylene were 
shown to be involved in sugar responses (e.g. Zhou et al. 1998; Huijser et al. 
2000; Laby et al. 2000). Post-germination seedling growth is inhibited by 
high glucose concentrations mediated by ABA and ABI4, and both factors 
control germination as well, and are therefore obvious candidates. To test 
this hypothesis, hormones and hormone inhibitors were applied to the 
germination media to uncover whether the germination behaviour of 
glucose-treated seeds was influenced. In addition, various mutants in ABA, 
ethylene and GA biosynthesis and signalling were screened in germination 
assays for their respective responses on sugar media. 
 
 
The sugar effect is independent of GA or ethylene 
 
GA is an important hormone for germination as shown by the observation 
that GA-deficient mutants do not germinate (Bentsink and Koornneef 2002). 
Germination can be induced in GA-deficient mutants by exogenous 
gibberellic acid (GA3) application. Also, addition of ethylene [or its 
precursor 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC)] or BRs is able to 
overcome the germination arrest due to GA deficiency (Koornneef and 
Karssen 1994; Steber and McCourt 2001). Ler seeds were sown on 0.5MS, 
or on 0.5MS containing 2.5% sorbitol or glucose. Glucose media contained 
GA3, ACC or BR in concentrations that are sufficient to overcome GA 
deficiency (Steber and McCourt 2001). These concentrations were tested in 
our conditions. GA3 (10 µM), ACC (10 µM) and BR (2.5 µM) were added 
to Ler and Col-0 seeds treated with 100 µM paclobutrazol (PAC), a potent 
inhibitor of GA biosynthesis. All three hormones relieved the PAC-
mediated germination inhibition (data not shown). Seeds sown on glucose 
media or glucose media supplemented with the different hormones show a 
similar germination curve (Fig. 4). Thus these germination-promoting 
hormones do not relieve the glucose inhibition, suggesting that biosynthesis 
of these hormones is not affected by glucose. To further investigate the role 
of GA and ethylene signalling pathways in glucose signalling during 
germination, GA (spy) and ethylene (etr1, ctr1, ein2, ein3) response mutants 
were tested on media containing 2.5% glucose and sorbitol. SPY encodes a 
putative O-linked N-acetyl-glucosamine transferase and is believed to act as  
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Fig. 4 Effect of hormone addition on glucose inhibition of Arabidopsis seed germination. 
Ler seeds were germinated on 0.5MS, and on 0.5MS containing 2.5% sorbitol or 2.5% 
glucose, without or with addition of ethanol (EtOH, solvent), fluridone (flu, 10 µM), ACC 
(10 µM), GA3 (GA, 10 µM) or epibrassinolide (BR, 2.5 µM). Data are means ± SE (with 
confidence of 95%) of a single experiment (performed in duplicate), and similar results 
were obtained in two additional experiments 
 
 
a repressor of GA signalling (Olszewski et al. 2002). SPY is expressed 
during germination and spy mutants were identified in screens for mutants 
that were PAC insensitive during germination (Jacobsen and Olszewski 
1993; Swain et al. 2002). The spy mutant does not show insensitivity to 
glucose during germination but in several independent experiments was 
somewhat more glucose sensitive compared to WT (Fig. 5a). 

The ETR1 gene encodes an ethylene receptor and acts upstream of 
CTR1, a member of the Raf family of Ser/Thr protein kinases that 
negatively regulate ethylene signalling. Downstream of these two factors is 
positioned EIN2, which is an essential positive regulator of ethylene 
signalling during plant development. Further downstream, EIN3 acts as a 
transcriptional regulator (Roman et al. 1995; Wang et al. 2002). Mutations 
in these central regulators of ethylene signalling lead to ethylene 
insensitivity (etr1, ein2 and ein3) or to a constitutive ethylene response 
(ctr1) in plants. These mutants were tested for their response to glucose. The 
ctr1-1 mutant is reproducibly somewhat more sensitive than WT (Fig. 5b), 
as observed for spy. Germination of Col-0 on glucose is not significantly 
different from that of the etr1-1 mutant (Fig. 5c). Interestingly, the ein3-1 
mutant behaves differently from the other ethylene-response mutants tested 
since it shows a partial insensitivity to glucose (Fig. 5d). This glucose 
insensitivity of ein3-1 was observed in three independent experiments. 
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Apparently, EIN3 somehow interferes with glucose signalling during 
germination. The ein2-1 mutant was tested as well but its germination 
behaviour was complex, and in four experiments no clear reproducible 
results were obtained (data not shown). 

 
 

 
Fig. 5a–d Germination response on glucose of different Arabidopsis GA and ethylene 
signalling mutants. Germination responses of WT (black lines and symbols) and mutant 
(dashed lines and open symbols) lines on 0.5MS (circles), and on 0.5MS containing 2.5% 
sorbitol (triangles) or 2.5% glucose (squares) are shown. Data are means of a single 
experiment (performed in duplicate). Error bars (SE, confidence of 95%) are given only for 
the glucose data. Similar results were found in three independent experiments. Col-0 and 
etr1 seeds were from a different batch than the Col-0, ctr1 and ein3 seeds 
 
 
Glucose does not affect ABA biosynthesis or signalling via ABI4 during 
germination 
 
The important role of ABA in sugar responses and germination inhibition 
makes ABA and its signalling components potential candidates for 
transducing the inhibitory glucose signal during germination. Seeds were 
germinated on media supplemented with fluridone, an inhibitor of ABA 
biosynthesis. ABA biosynthesis is inhibited at low concentrations (10 µM) 
of fluridone, which is already effective on imbibed seeds within hours 
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following application (Grappin et al. 2000; Jullien et al. 2000). De-novo 
ABA biosynthesis was shown to be necessary to maintain dormancy in 
imbibed seeds (Jullien et al. 2000). Addition of fluridone does not suppress 
the glucose effect, indicating that an increase in ABA biosynthesis is not 
required (Fig. 4). In these experiments it is unlikely that fluridone uptake is 
blocked by the seed coat since the fluridone concentration used in this study 
(10 µM) produced germinated embryos with a white/pink appearance as 
expected (data not shown). To further clarify the role of ABA biosynthesis 
the ABA biosynthesis mutant, aba2, was tested for its germination response. 
Germination of aba2-1 can be suppressed by glucose but it shows a 
moderate insensitivity to glucose compared to WT (Fig. 6a). Furthermore, 
seeds were sown on control media, ABA (1 µM), glucose and glucose + 
ABA (1 µM). The application of 1 µM ABA slightly affected germination 
but combined with glucose it enhanced the germination inhibition compared 
to glucose alone (Fig. 6b). This suggests that ABA levels influence the 
glucose response during germination because reduced levels (aba2-1, Fig. 
6a) lead to insensitivity and increased ABA levels (ABA application, Fig. 
6b) promote the glucose-induced retardation of germination. 

Other known ABA signalling mutants tested (abi2-1, abi5–1 and the 
ABA-, glucose- and salt-insensitive abi4-1 and abi4-2 (Koornneef et al. 
1984; Finkelstein 1994; Quesada et al. 2000) showed a similar (or 
sometimes a somewhat enhanced) sensitivity to glucose in comparison with 
WT (Fig. 6c–f). Apparently, mutations in these ABI genes do not lead to 
glucose insensitivity during germination. These findings support the view 
that glucose does not act by increasing ABA biosynthesis and does not 
depend on ABI2, ABI4 and ABI5 signalling. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Seeds have mechanisms to prevent germination under adverse conditions 
such as osmotic stress (Carles et al. 2002). Osmotic and salt concentrations 
that inhibit WT germination are not inhibitory to abi4, abi5 and aba2 
mutants (Quesada et al. 2000; Carles et al. 2002). However, such mutants, 
which are able to germinate on 175 mM NaCl, die within2 weeks, indicating 
that a proper response to potential environmental stresses is of vital 
importance for seedling survival, and that ABA and the ABI4 and ABI5 
gene products play a key role in this process (Carles et al. 2002). Results 
presented in this paper suggest 
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Fig. 6a–f Effects of ABA, ABA biosynthesis and signalling mutants on the Arabidopsis 
germination response. a, c–f Germination responses of WT (black lines and symbols) and 
mutant (dashed lines and open symbols) lines on 0.5MS (circles), and on 0.5MS containing 
2.5% sorbitol (triangles) or 2.5% glucose (squares) are shown. Data are means of a single 
experiment (performed in duplicate). Error bars (SE, confidence of 95%) are given only for 
the glucose data. Similar results were found in at least three independent experiments. b 
Col-0 seeds were germinated on 0.5MS (control), and on 0.5MS containing ABA (1 µM), 
glucose (2.5%), or ABA (1 µM) + glucose (2.5%) (A + G). Data are means ± SE (with 
confidence of 95%) of a single experiment (performed in duplicate). Similar results were 
obtained in a second independent experiment 
 
 
that glucose delays germination as well, although its physiological 
significance is obscure. This finding came as a surprise since ABA-induced 
germination arrest can be effectively reverted by sugar addition. The 
inhibitory effect of glucose with respect to germination is not due to osmotic 
stress since in these experiments sorbitol at equimolar concentrations is far 
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less effective than glucose (Fig. 1a). Treatment with a low glucose 
concentration (0.5%) mixed with sorbitol (2.0%) cannot mimic the glucose 
(2.5%)-induced delay, suggesting that the glucose concentration itself is 
responsible independent of osmotic signals. 

In the germination assay, several sugars were tested for their ability 
to inhibit seed germination. Glucose, sucrose and 3-OMG had pronounced 
effects. Interestingly, 3-OMG is efficiently transported but is hardly 
phosphorylated by HXK (Cortes et al. 2003). Its inhibitory effect suggests 
that HXK activity or further glucose metabolism is not required to elicit the 
germination response. This conclusion is supported by the recent work of 
Price and co-workers (2003). Other sugars tested were less effective in 
causing a germination delay. The different levels of germination retardation 
by sugars might reflect the different ways, or efficiencies, in which these 
sugars are sensed, transported or metabolized. Martin et al. (2002) showed 
that high nitrogen concentrations suppress the sugar effect on early seedling 
growth and CAB and RBCS gene expression. These processes are proposed 
to be affected by HXK signalling (Sheen et al. 1999; Rolland et al. 2002). 
The observed sugar effect is not modulated by nitrogen availability, 
providing another argument that glucose inhibition of germination is a 
HXK-independent process. However, it is unclear to what extent 
Arabidopsis seeds are responsive to exogenous nitrogen availability. Nitrate 
application was found to stimulate Arabidopsis seed germination although it 
is not required (Bentsink and Koornneef 2002).  

An earlier study showed that the glucose analog mannose is a very 
potent inhibitor of Arabidopsis seed germination and that even very low 
concentrations (5–10 mM) are effective (Pego et al. 1999), yet the 
repressive mode of action of mannose is thus far unknown. It seems that the 
inhibition of germination described in this paper has a different mechanistic 
basis. In the mannose-insensitivity assay, 10 mM 3-OMG, glucose and 
fructose were not inhibitory (Pego et al. 1999). In the germination assay 
described here, 3-OMG and glucose are only effective in higher 
concentrations. The effect of mannose could be counteracted by the addition 
of 60 mM glucose, a concentration that is inhibitory in our assay. 
Furthermore, the mannose inhibition was proposed to depend on HXK 
activity. In our germination assay, 3-OMG inhibited germination as well, 
suggesting that HXK activity or glucose metabolism are not involved in 
inducing germination retardation. The sugar- and ABA-insensitive 
sun6/abi4 was identified as being mannose insensitive (Pego et al. 1999; 
Huijser et al. 2000). In the germination assay presented here the abi4 
mutation did not result in an insensitive phenotype (Fig. 6d,e). These 
observations provide strong arguments for the notion that the germination-
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delaying effect described here differs from the mannose inhibition and 
involves a different signalling pathway. Furthermore, several sugar-
insensitive mutants were isolated that were resistant to elevated sugar levels 
with respect to early seedling growth. This developmental block depends on 
several processes such as HXK activity, ABA biosynthesis and ABI4 
signalling (Rolland et al. 2002). However, for the glucose inhibition of 
germination described here, HXK and ABI4 do not seem necessary. Thus a 
glucose-sensitive signalling pathway is active during germination that is 
different from the HXK1/ABA/ABI4 signalling cascade active in early 
seedling growth. 

The mechanism by which glucose represses the germination 
response is unknown. In yeast, sugar-sensing systems are known that 
operate at the cell membrane, e.g. SNF3 and RGT2 (Özcan et al. 1996). It is 
an intriguing possibility that this kind of signalling might delay seed 
germination. However, such mechanisms are thus far not described in 
plants. In Arabidopsis, 26 putative hexose transporters (HXT) have been 
proposed (Lalonde et al. 1999). Two out of these 26 HXTs contain extended 
central loops that might possibly be involved in signalling, although no 
evidence for such a proposed function is as yet available (Lalonde et al. 
1999). A non-enzymatic mechanism cannot be ruled out. As an aldehyde, 
glucose is chemically reactive. Biochemical interactions between reducing 
sugars and proteins, known as the Maillard reaction, lead to the formation of 
glycoproteins and advanced glycation end products (AGEs: heterogeneous 
group of structures formed as both cross-linking and non-cross-linking 
adducts on proteins; Nagaraj et al. 1996). The formation of these products is 
proposed to play an important role in protein aging. In the medical field, 
Maillard reaction products are known to be associated with complications in 
aging and diabetes (e.g. Nagaraj et al. 1996). In plants the Maillard reactions 
products are thought to influence seed colour during aging and are 
associated with seed viability loss depending on storage conditions (Taylor 
et al. 2000; Murthy et al. 2003). The germination delay observed could be 
due to such events but this is unlikely since the random process of 
glycoprotein formation would affect cellular processes in general. This does 
not easily explain why certain mutants are insensitive to glucose (like aba2, 
fus3, lec1 and ein3) and why low amounts of ABA in combination with 
glucose are able to promote the glucose retardation. 
 
 
Complex interactions between sugar and hormones during germination 
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Germination is regulated by the growth potential of the embryo in the seed 
and the restrictive properties of the seed coat (Bentsink and Koornneef 
2002). We demonstrate that removal of the seed coat leaves the embryos 
sensitive to inhibition by glucose, indicating that the effect of glucose is 
directed to the embryo and probably does not involve the seed coat. GA-
deficient mutants fail to germinate but this problem can be overcome by 
releasing the embryos from their seed coats or by combining the ga 
mutation with seed-coat mutants (Debeaujon and Koornneef 2000). 
Therefore, it was proposed that GA acts on the seed coat, possibly by 
promoting its weakening. Moreover, combining the ga mutation with an 
ABA-deficient background enables seeds to germinate. In addition, some 
ABA-insensitive mutants (abi3 and abi4) are insensitive to inhibitors of GA 
biosynthesis (Koornneef and Karssen 1994; Laby et al. 2000; and our 
unpublished observations). The germination inhibition by glucose might 
involve negative interference with GA biosynthesis or signalling. However, 
such a model seems unlikely in our case since: (i) the spy mutation does not 
relieve the glucose delay, (ii) addition of GA, ACC or BR does not relieve 
glucose inhibition, (iii) abi4 and WT are similarly sensitive to sugar. The 
data presented fail to support an antagonistic role for ethylene in 
germination inhibition by glucose. Neither the addition of ACC nor a 
constitutive ethylene response caused by ctr1-1 relieves the glucose-induced 
germination delay. The ethylene mutant etr1 seems slightly more sensitive 
to glucose but, remarkably, ein3 shows a decreased sensitivity to glucose 
(Fig. 5d). EIN3 encodes a DNA-binding protein that is involved in ethylene 
signalling (for review, see Wang et al. 2002). It is nuclear-localized and 
binds the primary ethylene-response element (Solano et al. 1998). Possibly, 
EIN3 is regulated by other signalling cascades as well because ACC 
application and ctr1 do not affect the glucose-induced delay. The ctr1 
mutant is sugar insensitive for the sugar-induced block of early seedling 
growth, and etr1 and ein3 are glucose oversensitive (Gibson et al. 2001; 
León and Sheen 2003). In contrast, during germination the ctr1 mutation 
does not lead to a glucose-insensitive phenotype, etr1 does not show a 
significantly enhanced sensitivity during germination and ein3 is glucose 
insensitive instead of glucose oversensitive. Thus, these results obtained 
with different ethylene signalling mutants also support the conclusion that 
the glucose inhibition of germination is distinct from the inhibition of early 
seedling growth and involves a separate signalling pathway.  

In contrast to ethylene and GA, ABA seems to be involved in the 
regulation of glucose inhibition of germination because ABA levels may 
determine the severity of the glucose response. The ABA biosynthetic 
mutant aba2-1 shows a decreased sensitivity with respect to glucose 
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inhibition of germination (Fig. 6a). This is supported by results obtained by 
Ullah and co-workers (2002) who show that fluridone pre-treatment leads to 
glucose insensitivity during germination. It has been found that ABA levels 
drop rapidly in seeds after fluridone treatment (Grappin et al. 2000; Jullien 
et al. 2000). Thus it remains unclear whether the effect of fluridone pre-
treatment on glucose inhibition is due to a reduced ABA content or to the 
inability to increase ABA levels. However, in our experiments no effects of 
fluridone were observed when it was applied together with glucose. In this 
case, seeds were exposed to both chemicals simultaneously and the glucose 
response might be faster than the effect of fluridone in lowering ABA 
levels. Moreover, the application of 6% glucose did not induce increased 
ABA levels (Ullah et al. 2002). Possibly, this inhibitory pathway is not 
regulated by increasing ABA biosynthesis, but is affected by the ABA 
levels present in the seed, which might affect the sensitivity to the glucose 
inhibitory pathway. This is supported by the fact that low ABA 
concentrations in combination with glucose enhance the glucose response 
(Fig. 6b) and that decreased ABA levels lead to glucose insensitivity (Fig. 
6a; Ullah et al. 2002; Price et al. 2003). However, it cannot be ruled out that 
ABA is more directly involved, e.g. glucose might affect ABA stability or 
signalling.  

The data suggest that ABA is able to affect glucose inhibition of 
germination but, interestingly, the abi2, abi4 and abi5 mutants show WT 
sensitivity to glucose with respect to germination inhibition. This is 
supported by recent data from Brocard-Gifford et al. (2003) and Price et al. 
(2003), which also showed that during germination the response of both 
abi4 and abi5 to glucose is similar to that of WT. The proposed involvement 
of ABA in the glucose inhibition of germination does not depend on ABI2, 
ABI4 or ABI5 function. Neither is it antagonized by ACC or GA application 
nor by constitutive ethylene or GA responses caused by the ctr1 and spy 
mutations, respectively. These observations are in contrast to findings that 
ABI gene products are required for ABA-mediated inhibition of seed 
germination (Koornneef et al. 1984; Finkelstein 1994), and that both 
ethylene and GA are able to antagonize ABA action (Beaudoin et al. 2000; 
Ghassemian et al. 2000; Bentsink and Koornneef 2002). It has been 
suggested that ABA might affect germination by more than one pathway (as 
discussed by Pritchard et al. 2002). Possibly, these different actions are 
separated spatially or temporally during germination and this question will 
be addressed in future work. Recently it was shown that fus3 (and to a minor 
extent lec1) shows insensitivity to glucose-induced germination inhibition 
(Brocard-Gifford et al. 2003). Interestingly, fus3 mutant seeds have a WT 
response to ABA and posses WT ABA levels 15 days after pollination 
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(Brocard-Gifford et al. 2003; Nambara et al. 2000) This indicates that 
normal seed development and, in particular, FUS3 function are important 
for proper responses to glucose during germination. In this light, it would be 
of interest to test a severe abi3 mutant for glucose inhibition of germination 
because this mutant has seed developmental defects as well (Ooms et al. 
1993; Nambara et al. 2000). 

In conclusion, metabolizable sugars can stimulate germination in 
repressive situations (e.g. ABA or mannose treatment, Pego et al. 1999; 
Finkelstein and Lynch 2000) but the data presented here show that sugars 
are, even at low concentrations, inhibitors of germination as well. Sugars 
negatively affect plant embryo growth. This inhibition is distinct from the 
earlier described mannose inhibition of germination (Pego et al. 1999) and 
the HXK/ABA/ABI4 signalling cascade. We suggest that this delay in 
germination represents a separate signalling branch in the regulation of 
germination and is independent of the ABI genes tested. Mutant selection 
would be an appropriate approach to identify components of this unknown 
sugar-dependent signalling pathway in plants and/or additional factors that 
control seed germination. 
 
 
Materials and methods 
 
Plant material 
Most of the germination assays were performed with the Arabidopsis 
thaliana (L.) Heynh. accessions Landsberg erecta (Ler; Lehle Seeds, Round 
Rock, TX, USA) and Col-0. Various Arabidopsis mutants with altered 
ABA, GA and ethylene biosynthesis or signalling were tested for the 
germination response on glucose. Plants were grown in a climate chamber at 
22°C with 70% humidity and a 16 h/8 h light/dark cycle (Sylvania GRO-
LUX fluorescent lamps; Technische Unie, Utrecht). Seed batches that were 
compared in germination assays were grown simultaneously and harvested 
and stored under similar conditions. Seeds were dry-stored in paper bags for 
at least a month before use in germination experiments. 
 
Germination assays 
All germination assays were performed on 0.5MS: half-strength Murashige 
and Skoog medium (pH 5.8), including vitamins, solidified with 0.8% plant 
agar (Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands). All sugars were obtained from 
Sigma–Aldrich except sucrose, which was obtained from Merck. Before 
plating, seeds were surface-sterilized in 20% (v/v) commercial bleach 
(Glorix) for 8–10 min followed by 3–5 min in 70% (v/v) ethanol, and rinsed 
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four to five times with sterile water. After a 3- to 4-day stratification period 
at 4°C in the dark, plates (with chemicals included as indicated) were 
incubated in a 16 h/8 h light/dark cycle at 22°C. Germination, scored by 
radicle emergence from the seed coat, was scored daily for 3–5 days. 
‘Single’ experiments were performed in duplicate, each plate containing 50–
100 seeds, and every duplicate experiment was repeated one to three times. 
For statistical analysis we calculated the confidence interval of the sample 
mean with the confidence tool of the Microsoft Excel package. 
  
Preparation of Arabidopsis embryos 
Ler or Col-0 seeds were sterilized and imbibed for a few hours in sterile 
water. Embryos were isolated from the seeds using sterile forceps and 
scalpel. The isolated embryos were immediately plated on agar plates 
containing 0.5MS, 2.5% sorbitol or 2.5% glucose. The plates were stratified 
for 3–4 days before transfer to the growth chamber. Also, seeds were sown 
on the plates and seed germination was scored as a control for the glucose 
treatment. Embryo and seedling sizes were determined by taking 
photographs from which the sizes were scored. For each measurement 5–11 
embryos were used. 
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Abstract  The analysis of Arabidopsis mutants showing an altered 
sensitivity to sugars revealed the importance of ABA and an intact ABI 
signal transduction pathway in sugar responses. The ABA insensitive genes 
ABI1 to ABI5 are essential for proper ABA responses during germination 
and early seedling development, but only ABI4 and ABI5 were shown to be 
involved in sugar responses. Here we report that ABI3 is an essential 
component for sugar signalling during germination and early seedling 
development as well. ABI3 gene expression is responsive to glucose 
treatment. Moreover, abi3 mutants are insensitive to sugars during 
germination and abi3 shows a sugar insensitive phenotype in several sugar 
response assays such as glucose insensitive (gin), sugar insensitive (sis) and 
sucrose uncoupled (sun). Similarly, abi2-1 shows a significant gin 
phenotype suggesting that ABA and sugar responses share more signalling 
components than was known before. Despite the large overlap in signal 
components, analysis of an ABA insensitive mutant over expressing ABI4 
(abi5-1/35S::ABI4) indicates that glucose and ABA generate distinct 
signals. 
 
Introduction 

Photosynthesis provides plants with sugars that have a central role in 
the plant life cycle. Carbohydrates serve as energy source and as basic 
building materials for the synthesis of essentially all other organic 
molecules. Furthermore, sugars can be converted into polymers giving rise 
to storage components like starch and fructans or structural components like 
cellulose. In addition to these metabolic functions sugars act as signalling 
molecules as well. Glucose addition to Arabidopsis seedlings affects the 
expression of many genes (Price et al. 2004, Villadsen and Smith 2004). 
Moreover, glucose affects many processes like germination, early seedling 
growth and flowering (Gibson 2000, 2005; Smeekens 2000). 

Genetic approaches in Arabidopsis were used to gain insight in sugar 
signalling in plants. Many mutants in different sugar regulated processes 
were isolated and studied  (for review see Smeekens 2000, Leon and Sheen 
2003, Rook and Bevan 2003, Gibson 2005). Elevated glucose and sucrose 
levels allow Arabidopsis seed germination but block further seedling 
development. Such early developmental arrest is characterized by the 
absence of cotyledon expansion and greening and leaf formation. Mutants 
were selected that show proper seedling development on high glucose and 
sucrose media and several of these glucose insensitive (gin) or sugar 
insensitive (sis) mutant genes were identified (Zhou et al. 1998, Laby et al. 
2000). These sugar response mutants were lacking HEXOKINASE1 
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(gin2/hxk1), ABA deficient (gin1/sis4/aba2 and gin5/aba3), ABA 
insensitive (gin6/sis5/abi4) or showed a constitutive triple response 
phenotype (gin4/sis1/ctr1). A model was proposed in which glucose 
signalling is triggered via the HXK1 protein, which induces ABA 
biosynthesis and the expression of downstream effectors like ABI4 and ABI5 
that inhibit the progression to vegetative growth (Arenas-Huertero et al. 
2000, Cheng et al. 2002, Rolland et al. 2002, Leon and Sheen 2003, Moore 
et al. 2003). Constitutive ethylene signalling represses this glucose response 
possibly by antagonizing ABA biosynthesis or signalling (Beaudoin et al. 
2000, Ghassemian et al. 2000, Leon and Sheen 2003). 

Sugar treatment of seeds not only arrests early seedling development 
but delays germination as well (To et al. 2002). Such sugar-induced 
germination delay is already triggered by low sugar concentrations. 
Interestingly, sugar insensitive mutants identified by their early seedling 
stage phenotype (gin or sis) including ctr1, abi4 and hxk1, did not show a 
glucose insensitive germination phenotype (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers et al. 
2004). Therefore, it was proposed that the delay of germination and early 
seedling developmental arrest, are induced by different sugar response 
pathways. The germination delay phenotype possibly involves ABA since 
ABA deficient mutants show reduced sensitivity to glucose treatment during 
germination (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers et al. 2004). Moreover, the addition 
of non-inhibitory concentrations of ABA to sugar-treated seeds enhances the 
delay of germination phenotype (Dekkers et al. 2004). Also, the decrease in 
ABA levels in germinating seeds is delayed in sugar-treated seeds (Price et 
al. 2003). In this light it is puzzling that analysis of several ABA insensitive 
mutants, abi1, abi2, abi4 and abi5, did not reveal any with a sugar-induced 
delay of germination phenotype (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers et al. 2004). 

ABA is not only an important intermediate for sugar signalling but 
ABA addition by itself inhibits germination and post-germination early 
seedling development as well. Lopez-Molina and Chua (2000) searched for 
ABA insensitive mutants that were not blocked post-germination. One such 
growth insensitive for ABA (gia1) mutant was isolated and demonstrated to 
have a lesion in the ABI5 bZIP transcription factor gene. Also abi3-1 has a 
gia phenotype and therefore both ABI3 and ABI5 are involved in the ABA 
signalling pathway which arrests early seedling development. Interestingly, 
ABI5 acts down stream of ABI3 during the ABA-induced seedling 
developmental arrest (Lopez-Molina et al. 2002).  ABI3 encodes a 
transcriptional activator and several orthologs were identified in different 
plant species. These ABI3 orthologs contain four conserved domains, one 
acidic activation domain (A1) and three basic domains (B1, B3 and B3, 
Finkelstein et al. 2002). These orthologs seem functionally equivalent since 
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the pine (CnABI3) and maize (VP1) ABI3 orthologs suppress several 
phenotypes in the strong abi3-6 mutant (Suzuki et al. 2001, Zeng and 
Kermode 2004). ABI3 regulates seed specific gene expression and is 
essential for induction of desiccation tolerance and seed dormancy (Ooms et 
al. 1993, Finkelstein et al. 2002). In addition to its role in seed development 
and germination, ABI3 affects flowering, resource allocation and lateral root 
growth in response to auxin (Robinson and Hill 1999, Suzuki et al. 2001, 
Brady et al. 2003). 

Sugar signalling mutants identified in screens that were based on 
transgenic seedlings carrying reporter genes behind sugar-regulated 
promoters (sucrose uncoupled and impaired sucrose induction), confirmed 
the importance of ABA and ABI4 in sugar responses (Huijser et al. 2000, 
Rook et al. 2001). Further analyses revealed that ABI5 functions in sugar 
responses as well and the abi5 mutant displays a gin phenotype. However, 
ABI1, ABI2 and ABI3 do not seem to play an important role in sugar 
responses (Leon and Sheen 2003). Interestingly, ABI3 is essential for ABA-
induced post-germination early seedling arrest and there are indications that 
ABI3 is involved in sugar-induced seedling arrest. Different abi3 alleles 
isolated by Nambara et al. (2002) are insensitive to glucose in the presence 
of ABA. Moreover, over expression of ABI3 in Arabidopsis was 
demonstrated to enhance sugar sensitivity of seedlings (Finkelstein et al. 
2002, Zeng and Kermode 2004). The role of ABI3 in sugar responses might 
be overlooked thus far. Here we investigated the function of ABI3 in sugar 
responses. Two abi3 alleles (the weak abi3-1 and the strong abi3-5) were 
used in different sugar response assays in Arabidopsis. Clear sugar 
insensitive phenotypes for abi3 mutants were observed compared to wt Ler-
0 during germination and early seedling development. abi3 glucose 
insensitivity concurs with reduced expression of ABI4 and ABI5. These 
results are discussed in the light of glucose and ABA signalling. 
 
Results 
 
Glucose induces ABI3 expression in Arabidopsis seedlings 
 
ABI4 and ABI5 are two important intermediates involved in the glucose-
induced early seedling developmental arrest as is shown by their gin 
phenotype (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000). Moreover, the expression of both 
genes is induced upon sugar treatment (Arenas Huertero et al. 2000, Arroyo 
et al. 2003) We were interested whether ABI3  expression is up-regulated by 
glucose treatment as well. Therefore, germinated Ler-0 seeds were treated 
with 8% glucose, 8% sorbitol (as an osmotic control) or 10 µM ABA for 24 
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hours. Glucose and ABA were potent inducers of ABI3 expression in 
Arabidopsis seedlings (Fig. 1, in three independent experiments). The 
osmotic control treatment enhanced ABI3 levels but to a lower level (Fig. 1). 
The expression of ABI3 further decreased in the control treatment. This was 
similar to the rapid decrease of ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 transcription levels 
that was observed in germinating seedlings (Fig. 4A). Thus, treatment with 
either ABA or glucose induces ABI3 expression and blocks early seedling 
development. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1  ABI3 is induced by glucose. Ler-0 seedlings were treated with control media (con, 
0.5MS + 1% sucrose), con + 8% sorbitol (sorb), con + 8% glucose (glc) or con + 10µM 
ABA (ABA) for 24 hours. The ABI3 expression in response to different treatments was 
quantified using q-PCR and compared to t=0 control (black bar, value set to 1). The 
expression analysis was performed in triplicate using independently harvested seed batches 
 
 
abi3 mutants are insensitive to glucose-induced delay of germination 
 
Sugars delay seed germination in Arabidopsis. As mentioned ABA plays a 
role in the glucose-induced germination delay. Despite this function for 
ABA, several abi mutants (abi1-1, abi2-1, abi4 and abi5) are normally 
sensitive to glucose during germination (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers et al. 
2004). Sugar insensitive mutants like abi4 and gin2/hxk1 which are 
insensitive to the glucose-induced early seedling arrest are sensitive to 
glucose during germination. This indicates that the glucose response during 
germination (which delays germination) and early seedling growth (which 
arrests seedling development) are two distinct processes (Price et al. 2003, 
Dekkers et al. 2004). However, in these studies abi3 mutants were not 
tested. Two abi3 alleles, abi3-1 and abi3-5, were plated on 2.5% glucose. 
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The presence of 2.5% of glucose severely delayed germination (Fig. 2A). 
Osmotic control conditions of 2.5% sorbitol only slightly affected 
germination compared to germination on control media. The abi3-1 mutant 
showed a clear resistance against glucose displayed by its reduced 
germination delay (Fig. 2A, B). A similar observation was made for 
germination of the strong abi3-5 allele (data not shown). Thus both abi3 
alleles show a reduced sensitivity for glucose during germination. 
 

 
Fig. 2  abi3 is insensitive to glucose during germination. (A, B) Germination rates of Ler-0 
and abi3-1 seeds on 0.5MS, 0.5MS + 2.5% sorbitol (2.5sorb) or on 0.5MS + 2.5% glucose 
(2.5glc). For these experiments two independent seed batches were used. Per batch three 
experiments were performed. Similar results were obtained in all experiments. (C, D) 
Germination rates of Ler-0 and abi3-1 seeds which are stratified and germinated on 0.5MS, 
0.5MS + 7% sorbitol (7 sorb) or on 0.5MS + 7% glucose (7 glc) or stratified on 0.5MS and 
germinated on 7% sorbitol (MS>7 sorb) or 7% glucose (MS>7 glc). Similar results were 
observed in three experiments 
 

In these experiments seeds were sterilized, plated on sugar media, 
and after a stratification period of three days moved to the growth chamber 
and germination was scored the following days. Interestingly, when wt 
seeds were stratified on sugar-free media (0.5MS) and after stratification 
transferred to sugar-containing plates, the delay of germination by 2.5% 
glucose was completely lost (data not shown). Thus, stratification on sugar-
free media suppresses the inhibitory effect of glucose on germination. 

This stratification effect was investigated on higher (7%) glucose 
and sorbitol concentrations. Ler-0 and abi3-1 seeds were plated either on 
control, sorbitol and glucose media, stratified for three days and moved to 
the growth chamber. Alternatively, seeds were stratified on sugar-free 
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control media and shifted to media containing sorbitol or glucose, and then 
placed in the growth chamber. Continuous treatment with 7% glucose 
severely delayed germination of wt seeds but affected abi3-1 significantly 
less (Fig. 2C, D). Also in this experiment stratification on sugar-free media 
strongly suppressed the germination response to glucose of both Ler-0 and 
abi3-1. Thus, seeds stratified on sugar-free media essentially loose the 
glucose-mediated delay of germination response. In these experiments 7% 
sorbitol treatment delayed germination in both Ler-0 and abi3-1, although 
abi3-1 germinated somewhat faster compared to wt seeds.  However, seeds 
stratified on either sorbitol- or control-media showed the same germination 
in response upon sorbitol treatment. Thus, stratification of seeds on sugar-
free media does affect the glucose response but does not affect the osmotic 
response (sorbitol treatment) during germination. 
 
abi3 mutants show gin and sun phenotypes 
 
Mutant screens for sugar insensitive mutants (including sun, gin, sis and isi) 
identified a set of genes that regulate different sugar responses in 
Arabidopsis. Sugar insensitive assays derived from such mutant screens can 
be used to investigate the sugar response phenotype of other mutants. E.g. 
the abi5 mutant was tested in the gin assay which showed that it had a 
glucose insensitive phenotype (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000). ABF2 encodes 
an ABI5-related bZIP transcription factor and the abf2 mutant show a gin 
phenotype as well (Kim et al. 2004). In this way other factors regulating 
sugar responses can be identified. We tested the phenotype of abi3 in the 
gin, sis and sun sugar response assays. 

We first investigated the early seedling development of wt Ler-0 and 
abi3 upon elevated glucose concentrations (gin response). Importantly, the 
gin assay was performed with seeds stratified on 0.5MS since seed 
stratification on sugar-free media improves germination rates on sugar-
containing media. Seeds were stratified on 0.5MS for three days and then 
plated on control medium, 7% sorbitol (osmotic control) or 7% glucose. All 
genotypes showed greening on control and sorbitol-containing media (Fig. 
3A). Both abi3-1 and abi3-5 seedlings showed a high percentage of 
greening when grown on glucose media whereas wt Ler-0 seedlings arrest 
after germination (Fig. 3A). Thus, abi3 mutants display a significant gin 
phenotype. This gin phenotype was observed for abi3 mutants in several 
experiments with independently harvested seed batches. The strength of the 
gin phenotype of abi3-1 was assessed in comparison to that of the ABA 
deficient mutant aba1-1 and the ABA insensitive mutant abi2-1, which are 
both in the Ler-0 background as well. 
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Fig. 3  abi3 mutants have sugar insensitive phenotypes. For legend see next page 
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Fig. 3  abi3 mutants have sugar insensitive phenotypes. (A) Phenotypes of wt Ler-0, abi3-1 
and abi3-5 grown for 12 days on control, 7% sorbitol or 7% glucose media. (B) The gin 
phenotype of abi3-1 in comparison to aba1 and abi2-1. Similar results were observed in 
three independent assays. (C) Seedling greening of Ler-0, abi3-1 and abi3-5 on 0.5MS 
media containing 14% sucrose. All genotypes show near 100% greening on control and 
osmotic control media (data not shown). (D) Sucrose uncoupled assay analysis of Ler-0 and 
abi3-1 in comparison to PC-LUC (wt) and the sun6/abi4 mutant. The graph displays PC 
expression values of seedlings grown on sucrose media. PC expression was determined in 
dark-grown, two days old seedlings on 0.5MS and 0.5MS + 1% sucrose (Ler-0, abi3-1) or 
2% sucrose (PC-LUC, sun6/abi4). PC expression was quantified using q-PCR. PC 
expression on sucrose media is relative to PC expression on 0.5MS which was set to 1 for 
all genotypes 
 
 
Nearly the same percentage of seedling greening was observed for aba1-1 
and abi3-1 when grow on glucose (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, abi2-1 showed 
significant greening on glucose media suggesting it is a gin mutant as well 
(Fig. 3B). However, compared to abi3-1 it is a weaker gin mutant. 

Seedling development is also blocked on media containing elevated 
sucrose levels (sis response, Laby et al. 2000). abi3 mutants show a sucrose 
insensitive phenotype as well (Fig. 3C) and can thus be considered as both 
gin and sis mutants. 

In our lab sugar insensitive mutants have been isolated using the 
sucrose uncoupled (sun) screen. Dark-grown seedlings transiently express 
photosynthesis genes, including plastocyanin (PC, Dijkwel et al. 1996). This 
transient increase of photosynthesis gene expression is repressed on sucrose 
media. In sun mutants sucrose does not repress this transient PC gene 
expression in dark grown seedlings (Dijkwel et al. 1997). The sun6 mutant 
is such a mutant and was shown to be allelic to abi4 (Huijser et al. 2000). A 
possible sun phenotype of abi3-1 was investigated by quantifying PC 
mRNA levels in two days old dark-grown seedlings using quantitative PCR 
(q-PCR). Elevated PC expression was observed in sucrose-treated seedlings 
of sun6/abi4-3 compared to its wt PC-LUC which confirms its sun 
phenotype (Fig. 3D). Interestingly, the abi3-1 mutant showed enhanced PC 
expression and therefore abi3 has a sun phenotype (Fig. 3D). abi4 mutants 
displayed a 4 to 9 fold increased PC expression level in sugar-treated 
seedlings compared to wt. In the abi3 mutants the PC expression level is 
only 2 fold increased, indicating that abi3 is a weak sun mutant. 
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Glucose-induced expression of ABI4 and ABI5 is reduced in abi3 
 
The ABA response loci ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 are required for ABA and 
glucose responsiveness during early seedling development. The expression 
of these ABI genes was studied during germination and early seedling 
growth on control media using q-PCR.  ABI3 and ABI4 promoter activity 
showed a transient peak of expression at day one after sowing in 
promoter::GUS studies (Parcy et al. 1994, Arroyo et al. 2003). However, 
quantitation by q-PCR of ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 expression levels revealed 
no transient expression peak. Instead, mRNA levels of these genes 
decreased rapidly following germination and early seedling establishment. 
Within 48 hours the mRNA levels of these transcription factors decreased 
approximately three orders of magnitude (Fig. 4A). 
ABI4 and ABI5 are both important for glucose signalling and their mRNA 
levels are induced upon sugar treatment (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000, 
Arroyo et al. 2003, Leon and Sheen 2003). We studied the expression of 
these two sugar-regulated genes in wt Ler-0, abi3-1 and abi3-5. Seedlings 
were glucose-treated for 24 hours, harvested and gene expression 
determined by q-PCR. As expected ABI4 and ABI5 mRNA levels decreased 
following 24h control treatment in all genotypes, similarly to what was 
observed in Fig. 4A. Compared to the control treatment, glucose treatment 
strongly induced ABI4 and ABI5 expression in wt Ler-0. Especially, ABI5 
expression was very responsive to glucose treatment. Its expression was up-
regulated 10-28 times compared to the wt t=0 sample. In abi3-1 and abi3-5 
some responsiveness of ABI4 and ABI5 expression to glucose was observed, 
but at a lower level compared to wt Ler-0. Expression of ABI4 and ABI5 
tends to be lower in the strong abi3-5 mutant compared to abi3-1. Thus, the 
sugar insensitive mutant abi3 has a much reduced expression of ABI4 and 
ABI5, which are two important regulators of sugar responses. 
 
 
Glucose and ABA treatment generate distinct signals 
 
Glucose and ABA treatment arrest post-germination early seedling 
development (Zhou et al. 1998, Lopez-Molina and Chua 2000). Elevated 
glucose concentrations lead to enhanced ABA levels and Gazzarrini and 
McCourt (2001) proposed a model suggesting that these enhanced ABA 
levels cause the block of early seedling growth.  This hypothesis is in 
agreement with our results, which suggest an even larger overlap between 
glucose and ABA response pathways than previously thought. 
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Fig. 4  Glucose responsive gene expression is reduced in abi3. (A) Expression of ABI3, 
ABI4 and ABI5 during germination. The expression was quantified using q-PCR and 
measured following stratification at the different time points indicated. The germination 
percentage (germ) was determined at these time points. Similar results were obtained in 
three independent experiments using either Col-0 or Ler-0 accessions. (B, C) Expression of 
ABI4 and ABI5 in Ler-0 (back bars), abi3-1 (white bars) or abi3-5 (grey bars) seedlings in 
response to a 24 hour control treatment (con), 8% glucose treatment (glc) compared to t=0. 
The expression was quantified by q-PCR in three independent experiments (two 
experiments for abi3-5). The wt Ler-0 t=0 sample is set to 1 in each experiment 
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All three ABI transcription factors (ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5) function in the 
glucose- as well as the ABA-induced early seedling arrest (Fig. 5A). In 
addition abi2-1 shows a clear gin phenotype next to its ABA insensitive 
phenotype. 

To investigate whether glucose and ABA generate similar or 
different signals, we first compared the visible phenotype of glucose- and 
ABA-arrested seedlings. ABA blocked seedlings are whitish, cotyledons do 
not green and leaf or root growth was absent. Elevated glucose 
concentrations induced such early developmental arrest as well but glucose-
arrested seedlings were larger due to a somewhat enhanced expansion of 
hypocotyl and cotyledon compared to ABA-arrested seedlings. However, 
the most obvious difference was that glucose treatment allows root growth 
which was not observed in ABA arrested seedlings (Fig. 5B, C). Often 
purple colouration was observed (indicative for anthocyanin accumulation) 
in sugar-arrested seedlings, which was absent from ABA-arrested seedlings 
(Fig. 5C). 
 ABA-arrested seedlings have enhanced resistance against drought 
stress compared to non-arrested seedlings (Lopez-Molina et al. 2001). 
Comparison of drought resistance of glucose- and ABA-arrested seedlings 
showed that glucose-arrested seedlings tended to be less resistant against a 
drought treatment (data not shown). This might be due to the larger size of 
the glucose-arrested seedling and, in particular, the growth of the root. Thus, 
glucose-arrested seedlings show a less severe growth arrest. These 
observations suggest that there are differences between glucose- and ABA-
arrested seedlings. 
 Whether glucose and ABA signalling pathways are different was 
further investigated in transgenic abi5-1 lines over expressing ABI4 (abi5-
1/35S::ABI4). abi5-1 shows both a gin and gia mutant phenotype and we 
were interested whether ABI4 over expression could affect both glucose and 
ABA responsiveness in the abi5-1 background. Three transgenic lines were 
tested that showed an enhanced expression of ABI4 compared to abi5-1 and 
wt Ws. Line L17 strongly over expressed ABI4. In L17 the ABI4 expression 
level was five times higher compared to the ABI4 expression in glucose-
arrested seedlings. This line had a stunted growth phenotype which was 
reported before for severe ABI4 over expression lines (Soderman et al. 
2000). The other abi5-1/35S::ABI4 lines, L3 and L8, both showed a lower 
level of ABI4 over expression and their growth was not affected (Fig. 6A, 
data not shown). These three transgenic lines together with abi5-1 and wt 
Ws were plated on control, 7% sorbitol, 7% glucose or 10 µM ABA media. 
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Fig. 5  Glucose and ABA signalling arrest post-germination seedling development. (A) 
abi3, abi4 and abi5 mutants are insensitive to elevated glucose concentrations (7% glucose) 
and ABA (10µM). On control and sorbitol containing media normal seedling greening is 
observed as is shown in B. (B) The phenotypes of Ler-0 seedlings grown on control media 
(con, =0.5MS + 1% suc), con + 7% sorbitol (sorb), con + 7% glc or con + 10µM ABA 
(ABA). (C) Close-up image of a glucose-arrested (left) and an ABA-arrested (right) 
seedling 

 
 

Three transgenic lines were tested that showed an enhanced expression of 
ABI4 compared to abi5-1 and wt Ws. Line L17 strongly over expressed 
ABI4. In L17 the ABI4 expression level was five times higher compared to 
the ABI4 expression in glucose-arrested seedlings. This line had a stunted 
growth phenotype which was reported before for severe ABI4 over 
expression lines (Soderman et al. 2000). The other abi5-1/35S::ABI4 lines, 
L3 and L8, both showed a lower level of ABI4 over expression and their 
growth was not affected (Fig. 6A, data not shown). These three transgenic 
lines together with abi5-1 and wt Ws were plated on control, 7% sorbitol, 
7% glucose or 10 µM ABA media. All genotypes showed 100% greening of 
the germinated seeds on control and sorbitol media (Fig. 6B, C). A large 
percentage of the wt Ws seedlings were arrested in response to glucose or 
ABA, although ABA seemed a more potent inducer of early developmental  
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Fig. 6  Analysis of abi5-1 lines over expressing ABI4 (abi5-1/35S::ABI4, L3, L8 and L17). 
(A) Relative expression of ABI4 measured by q-PCR in 2 week old wt Ws, abi5-1 and three

rrest compared to glucose. Interestingly, abi5-1 was resistant against both 
lucose and ABA treatment compared to wt Ws (Fig. 6 B, C). The abi5-

 
ABI4 over expressing lines (L3, L8 and L17). Expression is compared to ABI4 expression 
in glucose-arrested Ws seedlings (value set to 1). Insert shows the phenotype of three 
weeks old Ws, abi5, L3 and L17 plants grown on soil. (B) Germination and greening of 10 
days old Ws, abi5-1, L3, L8 and L17 seedlings on control media (con, 0.5MS + 1% suc), 
con + 7% sorbitol (sorb), con + 7% glucose (glc) or con + 10µM ABA (ABA). (C) 
Phenotype of Ws, abi5 and L17 on media described in (B). (D, E, F) Greening of Ws, abi5 
and L17 which was scored daily for two weeks in response to media described in (B) 
 
 
a
g
1/35S::ABI4 lines L3, L8 and L17 showed 100% greening on ABA-
containing media as did abi5-1. Remarkably, in response to glucose all 
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transgenic lines showed a reduced percentage of greening compared to abi5-
1 (Fig. 6B, C). Thus, ABI4 over expression in an abi5-1 mutant background 
affects the response to glucose but not the response to ABA. This was most 
evident in the high over expressor line L17, which showed no greening on 
glucose at all. We next investigated in more detail the response of wt Ws, 
abi5-1 and L17 to sorbitol, glucose and ABA by scoring greening every 1-2 
days for a total of 14 days (Fig. 6D-F). This analysis showed that on ABA 
L17 greened only slightly slower compared to abi5-1 while the response to 
glucose is severely affected and essentially no greening is observed for this 
transgenic line. This differential response to ABA and glucose in these 
transgenic lines indicate that ABA and glucose signalling can be genetically 
separated. 
 
 
Discussion 

pose a function for ABI3 in sugar responses. We show that ABI3 
xpression is increased in glucose-treated seedlings. Moreover, abi3 

 be 
due to 

 
Here we pro
e
mutants are insensitive to glucose during germination and are sugar 
insensitive in three sugar response assays, i.e. gin, sis and sun (Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3). Importantly, in the abi3 background a reduced expression is 
observed of two other genes central in sugar signalling, ABI4 and ABI5. 
These findings suggest that ABI3 plays an important role in sugar signalling 
as well, similar to ABI4 and ABI5. Previously, it was shown that ABI3 over 
expression (either AtABI3 or CnABI3) in Arabidopsis results in a glucose 
over sensitive phenotype (Finkelstein et al. 2002, Zeng and Kermode 2004). 
It was also shown that different abi3 mutants are insensitive to a 
combination of ABA and glucose (Nambara et al. 2002). Interestingly, 
resistance against a combined glucose and ABA treatment was found to be 
allele specific. The substitution of arginine 462 in the ABI3 sequence by 
glutamine 462 (abi3-10) or by tryptophan 462 (abi3-9) resulted in an 
insensitive and sensitive phenotype, respectively (Nambara et al. 2002). 

Previous studies reported only a weak phenotype for abi3-1 (Arenas-
Huertero et al. 2000, Huijser et al. 2000, Laby et al. 2000). This could

the fact that the Ler-0 accession is sugar hypersensitive compared to 
other accessions like Ws and Col during both germination and early 
seedling growth (data not shown). Such over sensitivity of Ler was reported 
by Laby et al. (2000) and Ler and Ler mutants were germinated on 
somewhat lower levels of sugar than other accessions. The sugar insensitive 
phenotype of abi3 might have been underestimated in comparison with 
mutants in Col or Ws background which show more rapid greening. 
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Moreover, in our experiments seeds were stratified on 0.5MS and then 
shifted to sugar plates before starting the gin assays. This procedure 
significantly improves germination rates on glucose-containing media (Fig. 
2C) and reduces the time to collect the gin assay result. This procedure 
probably explains the stronger glucose insensitive phenotype for abi3 in the 
assay reported here. In addition, we confirmed the glucose insensitive 
phenotype of a second abi3 allele (abi3-5). 

The expression of the ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 genes rapidly decreases 
during the imbibition and germination process. However, glucose addition 
overrid

son 2005). Remarkably, in the glucose-induced 
germin

 treatments 
do not 

es this developmental response and induced these genes. Thus, gene 
expression analysis as well as analysis of abi3, abi4 and abi5 mutants in 
response to glucose reveals the importance of these genes in glucose 
signalling. In both the weak abi3-1 and strong abi3-5 mutant the glucose-
induced expression of ABI4 and ABI5 is severely reduced compared to wt 
Ler-0. The reduction of ABI4 and ABI5 expression is more pronounced in 
the strong abi3-5 mutant. 

Glucose not only arrests early seedling development but delays 
germination as well (Gib

ation delay assay, gin mutants like abi4, abi5, hxk1 and ctr1 are 
normally sensitive to glucose. Therefore, the glucose-induced delay of 
germination and arrest of early seedling development are two independent 
processes. Although ABA plays a role in the glucose-induced germination 
delay, analysis of several ABA insensitive mutants did not identify any with 
insensitivity to glucose-induced germination delay (Gibson 2005). 
Interestingly, a glucose insensitive germination phenotype was observed for 
abi3 mutants. The glucose-induced germination delay is enhanced by small 
non-inhibiting concentrations of ABA. However, abi3-1 mutants do not 
show such enhanced delay when ABA is added (data not shown). The abi4 
mutant, which is normally sensitive to glucose during germination, is 
sensitive to the presence of ABA as well and shows an enhanced glucose-
induced germination delay (see Chapter 1). Thus, abi3-1 is insensitive to 
glucose and the combination of glucose and ABA during germination, while 
the ABA insensitive mutant abi4 is sensitive to both glucose and the 
combination of glucose and ABA as is wt. 

Intriguingly, the glucose-induced delay of germination is abolished 
when seeds are stratified on sugar-free media. Such stratification

affect the response to the osmotic treatment. abi3-1 seeds stratified 
on sugar-free media and transferred to glucose plates show germination 
rates similar to the osmotic control treatment. Such stratification treatment 
strongly reduced the glucose response of Ler-0 but these seeds still 
germinated slightly slower compared to the osmotic treatment. Stratification 
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is known to suppress dormancy. However, such loss of dormancy seems not 
to be linked to loss of glucose sensitivity since several mutants with a 
reduced dormancy (abi1-1, abi2-1 and rdo2) are normally sensitive to 
glucose during germination (Gibson 2005, data not shown). During 
stratification of Arabidopsis seeds bioactive GAs are produced and 
sensitivity to GA is increased, which likely plays an important role in the 
promotion of seed germination (Yamauchi et al. 2004). However, the 
addition of GA3 to glucose-treated seeds did not improve germination and 
the GA signalling mutant spy5 did not show an insensitive phenotype when 
glucose-treated (Dekkers et al. 2004). In conclusion, the glucose response is 
suppressed by stratification but seems unlinked to stratification-induced 
dormancy loss or GA activation. 

In the sucrose uncoupled assay abi3-1 shows a sugar insensitive 
phenotype. The expression of PC in sucrose-treated seedlings is twice as 
high co

hat the 
glucose

mpared to wt. This is a relatively weak response compared to the 
sun6/abi4 mutation which results in a 4 to 9 fold higher expression of PC. 
The ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 transcription factors were proposed to act in a 
combinatorial network and affect each others mRNA expression (Soderman 
et al. 2000). Possibly, the abi3 mutation affects the ABI4-dependent sucrose 
uncoupled pathway by interfering with ABI4 expression or activity. 

A gin phenotype is also displayed by abi2-1. This is a significant 
phenotype but weaker than that of abi3. These results indicate t

 insensitive pathway and the ABA signalling pathway, which both 
block early seedling development, have more components in common than 
assumed before. Despite the large overlap of different factors affecting both 
glucose and ABA signalling, analysis of abi5-1/35S::ABI4 lines indicate 
that glucose and ABA signalling can be separated. Over expression of ABI4 
in abi5-1 did not or only slightly affect ABA responsiveness compared to 
abi5-1. Also ectopic expression of ABI3 in an abi5 mutant background did 
not rescue ABA sensitivity of the abi5 mutant, while ectopic expression of 
ABI5 rescued the ABA sensitivity of an abi3 mutant (Lopez-Molina et al. 
2002). Although ABA sensitivity is not or only slightly affected in abi5-
1/35S::ABI4 lines these transgenic lines do show an enhanced response to 
glucose application. This differential response between glucose and ABA in 
these lines shows that glucose and ABA signalling can be genetically 
separated. A similar observation was made by over expression of a yellow-
cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) CnABI3 ortholog in Arabidopsis. 
CnABI3 over expression hardly affected ABA sensitivity but these lines 
were hypersensitive to sugar treatment (Zeng and Kermode 2004). Thus, 
despite a large overlap in components used in glucose and ABA signalling 
these are two different responses. An interesting question is why glucose is 
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still an effective inducer of an early seedling arrest in these transgenic lines 
while ABA is not. ABI5 is a member of a bZIP transcription factor 
subfamily, which are known to affect ABA and stress signalling. Another 
member of this subfamily, ABF2, is involved in glucose signalling as is 
revealed by mutant analysis (Kim et al. 2004). A double mutant analysis of 
abi5 abf3, mutants of two members of this bZIP subfamily, revealed 
enhanced the sugar resistance of the double mutant compared to abi5 alone 
(Finkelstein et al. 2005). It remains an interesting question why ABI4 over 
expression in abi5 causes distinct ABA and glucose responses. Differential 
regulation of ABI5 bZIP subfamily members by ABA and glucose may 
account for this phenotype and may act as mechanism to discriminate 
between sugar and ABA signals. 
 
 
Materials and methods 

 all sugar response assays wt and mutants were compared that were 
ches collected from plants grown simultaneously 

er-0 wt, abi3-1 and abi3-5 seeds were stratified for three days and 
ia. Seed batches were germinated to a percentage 

 
Sugar response assays. 
In
derived from seed bat
under identical conditions. The response of abi3 mutants to glucose during 
germination was performed as earlier described (Dekkers et al. 2004). The 
gin assay was performed on control media (= half-strength (0.5) MS + 1% 
sucrose) or on control media with the indicated amount of sugar. Seeds were 
shifted to sugar plates after stratification for three days on 0.5MS. Seedlings 
were scored gin when green cotyledons emerged. For the sun phenotype 
analysis seeds were stratified on 0.5MS for three days at 4 ºC in darkness. 
After stratification seeds were transferred to plates containing 0.5MS or 
0.5MS with the indicated amount of sugar. Seeds were light-treated for at 
least one hour before they were incubated in the dark (wrapped up in three 
layers of aluminium foil) at 22ºC. After two days plant material was 
harvested for PC expression analysis by q-PCR. 
 
Gene expression analysis. 
L
germinated on 0.5MS med
around 70% (t=0) before the start of the different treatments. At this stage 
all wt (germinated) seeds are completely sensitive to early seedling arrest in 
response to elevated glucose concentrations and ABA treatment. For RNA 
isolation and q-PCR analysis plant material was groud using mortar and 
pestle in liquid nitrogen and additionally bead-beaten in a mikro-
dismembrator S (B. Braun Biotech International, Germany). RNA was 
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isolated according to Schuurmans et al. (2003). RNA was purified using 
RNeasy columns (Qiagen USA, Valencia, CA). RNA samples were DNase 
treated, tested and used for cDNA synthesis and q-PCR analysis as 
described by van Dijken et al. (2004). We used AtACT2 as reference gene, 
which was detected by forward primer: gctgagagattcagatgccca, reverse 
primer: atgggagctgctggaatccac and a 3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: 
agtcttgttccagccctcgtttgtgc.  ABI3 was detected by forward primer: 
cacagccagagttccttccttt, reverse primer: tgtggcatgggaccagact and a 
3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: cttgaatctccaccgtcatggccac. ABI4 was 
detected by forward primer: cggtgggttcgagtctatcaa, reverse primer: 
cggatccagacccatagaaca and a 3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: 
acctcatccaccgccgttggttga. ABI5 was detected by forward primer: 
ggaggtggcgttgggttt, reverse primer: gggcttaacggtccaacca and a 
3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: tcccatttgctgtccacccgct. PC was detected 
by forward primer: tctttgaaggatttcggtgtca, reverse primer: 
catggccatcgcatttcca and a 3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: 
aaacgatcgaagctgctgttgccact. 
 
 
Construction of abi5-1/35S::ABI4 lines 

BI4 cDNA sequence was PCR amplified and cloned in pDONR vector and 
 was inserted behind 35S promotor 
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A
sequenced. Using Gateway cloning ABI4
in pGD625 vector. The pGD625 containing 35S::ABI4 was introduced in 
Agrobacterium which were used to transform abi5-1 plants by the floral dip 
method (Clough and Bent 1998). 
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Chapter 4 

Abstract  We compared the sucrose uncoupled (sun) and glucose 
insensitive (gin) sugar response pathways. Both pathways depend on a 
functional SUCROSE UNCOUPLED6/ABISCISIC ACID INSENSISITIVE4 
(SUN6/ABI4), however, none of the other sun mutants tested (sun1, sun3-
sun7) showed a gin phenotype. Remarkably, ABA deficient (aba) mutants 
lack a significant sun phenotype, despite the fact that aba mutants are strong 
gin mutants. Therefore, these two pathways are distinct even though they 
share the ABI4 transcription factor. This difference is further substantiated 
by analysis of transgenic lines over expressing ABI4 in an ABA deficient 
background (aba2-1/35S::ABI4). Such lines still show a gin phenotype 
whereas ABI4-controlled expression of the plastocyanin (PC) marker gene 
was strongly repressed.   
 
 
Introduction 
 
Sugars regulate the expression of numerous genes and affect many 
important plant processes (Koch 1996, Smeekens 2000, Gibson 2005). A 
number of components important for sugar signalling in Arabidopsis have 
been identified in several different mutant screens. These screens were 
either based on sugar-induced early seedling developmental arrest (glucose 
insensitive (gin) and sugar insensitive (sis) screens, Zhou et al. 1998, Laby 
et al. 2000) or the aberrant expression of a sugar-regulated promoter fused 
to a reporter gene (impaired sucrose induction (isi) and sucrose uncoupled 
(sun), Dijkwel et al. 1997, Rook et al. 2001). Analysis of such sugar 
signalling mutants revealed a central role for the plant hormones abscisic 
acid (ABA) and ethylene in sugar signalling cascades during early seedling 
development (for review Rolland et al. 2002, Leon and Sheen 2003). 

Thus far, the most extensively studied sugar signalling cascade in 
plants is the glucose signalling pathway, which triggers a post-germination 
early seedling developmental block (i.e. gin response). Mutants such as 
aba2, aba3, abi4, constitutive triple response1 (ctr1) and hexokinase1 
(gin2/hxk1) mutants show a gin phenotype when grown on elevated sugar 
concentrations (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000, Cheng et al. 2002, Moore et al. 
2003, for review Leon and Sheen 2003). The current hypothesis proposes 
that glucose triggers signalling through the sensor protein HXK1, which 
leads to enhanced ABA levels and concurs with enhanced expression of 
down stream effectors like ABI4 and ABI5 (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000, 
Rolland et al. 2002). Also the seedling arrest in response to sucrose (sis 
response) depends on intact ABA biosynthesis and the ABI4 protein (Laby 
et al. 2000) 
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In our lab we isolated sugar insensitive mutants using the sun mutant 
screen (Dijkwel et al. 1997). Dark-grown seedlings transiently express the 
photosynthesis gene plastocyanin (PC), in a developmentally controlled way 
(Dijkwel et al. 1996). This transient increase of PC expression is repressed 
on sucrose media. sun mutants lack the capacity to repress the transiently 
expressed PC transcripts in dark grown seedlings (Dijkwel et al. 1997). sun6 
was shown to be allelic to abi4 and this mutant shows a reduced feedback 
inhibition of photosynthesis (van Oosten et al. 1997, Huijser et al. 2000). 
Except for sun6/abi4-3, no other sun genes have been identified thus far. 
Therefore, it is of interest to test other ABA related or other known sugar 
signalling mutants (like gin mutants) for their sun response. Such analysis 
may reveal novel components of the sun response pathway. Combined with 
gin response analysis of other sun mutants this allows a comparison between 
these two sugar response pathways. 
 
 
Results 
 
In the sun-screen we identified sugar signalling mutants that do not repress 
transiently expressed PC transcripts on sucrose media in dark grown 
seedlings (Dijkwel et al. 1997). The best characterized sun mutants (sun1, 
sun3-sun7) were tested for their sugar sensitivity in the gin and sis assays. 
With the exception of sun6/abi4-3 none of the sun mutants tested are gin or 
sis mutants and therefore these seem sun-screen specific (Fig. 1, data not 
shown). 
 

 
Fig. 1  The gin phenotype of wt PC-LUC and sun mutants. PC-LUC and several sun 

Next we investigated whether gin mutants show a sun phenotype by 
measur

mutants (in PC-LUC background) were grown on 8% glucose. Only the sun6/abi4-3 mutant 
showed a gin phenotype. All lines showed normal greening on control and osmotic control 
plates (data not shown)  
 

ing endogenous PC mRNA levels in two days old dark-grown 
seedlings using quantitative PCR (q-PCR). Sugar-treated (suc, glc and fruc) 
seedlings of sun6/abi4-3 show enhanced PC expression levels compared to 
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its wt PC-LUC, which confirms its sun phenotype (Fig. 2A). Also another 
abi4 allele, abi4-2, is a sun mutant (Table 1). The effect of the abi4 
mutation is the strongest observed in the sun response assay. PC expression 
is 4-9 higher in abi4 mutants compared to wt in sugar-treated seedlings 
(Table1). In other mutants with a sun phenotype (like abi5) this PC ratio 
shows a less than 2-fold change (Table 1). In addition to sucrose, also 
glucose and fructose are able to repress PC expression as well, although 
fructose is less effective (Fig. 2). The gin2/hxk1 mutant has a defect in the 
glucose sensor protein (Moore et al. 2003). In this mutant PC expression 
was determined in response to sucrose, glucose and fructose. PC expression 
in gin2/hxk1 on sucrose and fructose was comparable to wt but was 
enhanced in response to glucose (Fig. 2B). Thus, gin2/hxk1 does not show a 
sun phenotype but displays a specific glucose uncoupled phenotype. In 
contrast, PC expression in sun6/abi4-3 is insensitive to all three sugar 
treatments (Fig. 2A). Next, two ABA response regulators, abi2-1 and abi5, 
which were shown to have a gin phenotype (Huijser et al. 2000, Laby et al. 
2000, our unpublished data) were tested for their sun response. Next to its 
gin phenotype abi5-1 shows a weak but significant sun phenotype (Table 1). 
Despite the weak gin phenotype of abi2-1, there is no evidence for a sun 
phenotype of abi2-1 (Table 1).  
 
 
Table 1  Analysis of the sun response in the gin mutants abi2-1, abi4, abi5, hxk1, aba1 and 

relative PC expression in two days  

aba2. The PC mRNA expression was quantified by q-PCR. The data presented are the ratio 
of PC expression levels on control media (= 1) compared to sugar containing media. In the 
final column the mutant over wt PC expression ratio is presented. suc = sucrose, glc = 
glucose, PC = plastocyanin  
WT vs mutant treatme

old seedlings after sugar treatment 
nt PC expression  

WT mutant 
on sugar media 
mutant/wt 

PC-Luc vs 
 

2% suc  0.03 .15 
sun6/abi4-3

0.04 ± 0.37 ± 0 9.3 

Col-0 vs abi4-2 0.5% suc 0.14 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.25 3.8 

er vs gin2/hxk1 

 1% suc 0.05 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.04 6.6 
 2% suc 0.02 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.06 7.5 
L 1% suc 0.22 ± 0.12 0.20 ± 0.07 0.9 
 

er-0 vs abi2-1 
1% glc 0.29 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0.08 1.7 

L 1% suc 0.12 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.02 0.7 
WS2 vs abi5-1 1% suc 0.09 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.04 1.8 
Ler-0 vs aba1-1 1% suc 0.10 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.08 1.7 
Col-0 vs aba2-1 1.5% suc 0.22 ± 0.12 0.27 ± 0.21 1.2 
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Fig. 2  Relative PC expression in 
response to different sugars in 
sun6/abi4 and gin2/hxk1. PC 
expression was measured by q-
PCR in two days old, dark-grown 
seedlings on 0.5MS media or 
0.5MS media supplemented with 
the indicated sugar. (A) The sun 
response was assayed for PC-
LUC and sun6/abi4 on 2% of 
each sugar and (B) Ler and 
gin2/hxk1 on 1% of each sugar. 
The expression of PC on 0.5MS 
was set to 1 for both wt and 
mutant. Values are averages of 
three experiments (except for the 
response to glc and fruc of PC-
LUC and sun6, average of two 
assays) and bars indicate standard 
error 
 

 
ABA deficient mutants, like aba1-1 and aba2-1 display strong gin 
phenotypes. Surprisingly, these two aba mutants show a rather insignificant 
sun phenotype (Table 1). Therefore, in the sun response sugar signalling 
does not depend on wt ABA levels. Thus, in contrast to sugar responses like 
gin and sis, which both require wt ABA biosynthesis as well as a functional 
ABI4, the sun response depends mainly on ABI4 and not on ABA per se. 
Apparently, different relations exist between sugar, ABA and ABI4 in sugar 
signalling pathways.  

This difference between gin and sun phenotypes was further 
investigated by analysis of ABA deficient plants with constitutive ABI4 
expression (aba2-1/35S::ABI4). In these plants ABI4 expression is 
independent from the sugar status. Two transgenic aba2 lines homozygous 
for 35S::ABI4 construct were selected. Both lines have elevated ABI4 levels 
that exceed glucose-induced ABI4 expression in arrested Col seedlings (Fig. 
3A). Although these high over expressor lines (L6 and L10) germinated 
normally they show a stunted growth phenotype (Fig. 3A, insert) similar to 
what has been reported for severe ABI4 over expressor lines (Soderman et 
al. 2000).  

Likely, ABA acts upstream of ABI4 in the gin response since the 
addition of ABA does not rescue the sugar insensitivity of abi4. Moreover, 
ABI4 mRNA does not accumulate in two weeks old, glucose-treated, ABA  
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Fig. 3  Analysis of transgenic 
aba2-1 lines over expressing 
ABI4 (aba2/35S::ABI4, L6 and 
L10). (A) L6 and L10 show 
high over expression of ABI4 
(measured by q-PCR) in 
comparison with two weeks old 
Col-0, aba2-1 or glucose-
arrested Col-0 seedlings (set to 
1). Values are averages of two 
experiments and the error bars 
indicate standard error. The 
insert in A shows the 
phenotype on soil of Col-0, 
aba2, L6 and L10. (B) The 
phenotype of Col-0, aba2-1, L6 
and L10 on control (con), 8% 
sorbitol (sorb), 8% glucose 
(glc) and 8% glucose + 0.1 µM 
ABA (glc + ABA). (C) PC 
expression in Col-0, aba2-1, L6 
and L10 both in the absence 
and presence of sugar. PC 
expression is related to Col on 
0.5MS (set to 1). Values are 
averages of three experiments 
and bars indicate standard error 
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deficient seedlings (Cheng et al. 2002, Arroyo et al. 2003). This lack of 
ABI4 expression in aba mutants might be responsible for their gin 
phenotype. To test this Col-0, aba2-1, L6 and L10 were grown for two 
weeks on control, 8% sorbitol and 8% glucose media. All lines show 
greening on control (con) and sorbitol (sorb) media but Col-0 seedlings 
show an arrested phenotype on glucose (Fig. 3B). In contrast, aba2 and 
aba2-1/35S::ABI4 lines , L6 and L10, all show a gin phenotype which can 
be reverted by the addition of a small amount of ABA (0.1 µM, Fig. 3B) as 
was reported before (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000). Thus, ABI4 over 
expression alone in ABA deficient background is not enough to regain wt 
glucose sensitivity. In contrast, PC expression is repressed in seedlings of 
lines L6 and L10 in comparison with Col and aba2-1, already in the absence 
of sugar in the media (Fig. 3C). PC repression in response to sugar is more 
pronounced in these transgenic lines (Fig. 3C). These findings indicate that 
the aba2/35S::ABI4 lines are responsive to sun treatments while ABI4 over 
expression in aba2 does not block early seedling development in response to 
sugar. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Analysis of sun and gin mutants revealed that these sugar response 
pathways contain both common and distinct components. In sun and gin 
assays abi5 shows a sugar insensitive phenotype, although its sun phenotype 
is weak. ABI transcription factors are suggested to act in a combinatorial 
network (Soderman et al. 2000) and possibly abi5 mutation affects ABI4 
expression or activity. Also hxk1 acts in both responses but only in a 
glucose specific way. Sucrose can be broken down into glucose and fructose 
and these mono-saccharides may activate signalling instead of sucrose itself. 
Interestingly, hxk1 shows insensitivity to glucose but not to sucrose, 
suggesting that sucrose and glucose activate signalling via distinct 
mechanisms. The difference between both pathways is confirmed by the 
observation that sun6/abi4-3 is the only sun mutants with a gin phenotype. 
Interestingly, only sun6/abi4-3 shows a reduced feedback inhibition of 
photosynthesis while two other sun mutants, sun1-2 and sun7 show a wt 
response. Thus, sun6/abi4 has a broad range sugar insensitivity while other 
sun mutants may possibly act sun response specific.  

The most remarkable difference between the gin and sun response 
pathways is the finding that aba mutants do not have a sun phenotype 
despite the identification of sun6/abi4-3 and the fact that ABA is important 
in other sugar response pathways (Huijser et al. 2000, Leon and Sheen 
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2003). Earlier, Huijser (2000) did not identify any aba mutants in the sun 
mutant collection. Apparently, sugars can activate an ABI4-dependent 
signalling pathway in the absence of wt ABA levels with respect to the 
control of PC mRNA accumulation. A similar observation is reported for 
the inhibition of germination by the glucose analog mannose. In this case 
abi4 mutants are resistant to mannose treatment, while aba mutants are 
mannose sensitive like wt (Huijser et al. 2000, Laby et al. 2000). PC gene 
repression is also observed in aba2 mutants over expressing ABI4. 
Recently, Acevedo-Hernandez et al. (2005) showed that the ribulose-1,5-
biphosphate carboxylase (RBCS) gene is regulated by ABA and sugar via 
ABI4 binding to a CE1-like element in the RBCS promoter. Such an element 
is present in the PC promoter and likely PC transcription is regulated by 
ABI4 in a similar, direct fashion. In contrast, aba mutants are strong gin 
mutants and ABI4 over expression in aba2 is not enough to regain glucose 
sensitivity. Thus, ABI4 expression alone is not enough to trigger a sugar-
induced seedling arrest of the aba2 mutant. Such early seedling arrest is 
affected by many loci (Gibson 2005). Possibly ABA is important for proper 
expression or activity of additional factors. 
 
 
Materials and methods 
 
Sugar response assays.  
In all sugar response assays wt and mutants were compared derived from 
seed batches that were collected from plants grown simultaneously under 
identical conditions. The gin assay was performed on control media (= half-
strength (0.5) MS + 1% sucrose) or on control media with the indicated 
amount of sugar added. Seeds were shifted to sugar plates after stratification 
for three days on 0.5MS. Seedlings were scored gin when green cotyledons 
emerged. For the sun phenotype analysis seeds were stratified on 0.5MS for 
three days at 4 ºC in darkness. After stratification seeds were transferred to 
plates containing 0.5MS or 0.5MS with the indicated amount of sugar. 
Seeds were light-treated for at least one hour before they were incubated in 
the dark (wrapped up in three layers of aluminium foil) at 22 ºC. After two 
days plant material was harvested for PC expression analysis by q-PCR.  
 
RNA isolation and q-PCR analysis.  
Plant material was grinded using mortar and pestle in liquid nitrogen and 
additionally bead beaten in a mikro-dismembrator S (B. Braun Biotech 
International, Germany). RNA was isolated according to Schuurmans et al. 
(2003). Additionally, RNA samples were purified using RNeasy columns 
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(Qiagen USA, Valencia, CA). RNA samples were DNase treated, tested and 
used for cDNA synthesis and q-PCR analysis as described by van Dijken et 
al. (2004). We used AtACT2 as reference gene which was detected by 
forward primer: gctgagagattcagatgccca, reverse primer: 
atgggagctgctggaatccac and a 3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: 
agtcttgttccagccctcgtttgtgc.  ABI4 was detected by forward primer: 
cggtgggttcgagtctatcaa, reverse primer: cggatccagacccatagaaca and a 
3’TAMRA/5’FAM modified probe: acctcatccaccgccgttggttga. PC was 
detected by forward primer: tctttgaaggatttcggtgtca , reverse primer: 
catggccatcgcatttcca and a 3’TAMRA/5’FAM  modified probe: 
aaacgatcgaagctgctgttgccact. 
 
Constuction of aba2-1/35S::ABI4 lines 
ABI4 cDNA sequence was PCR amplified and cloned in pDONR vector and 
sequenced. Using gateway cloning ABI4 was cloned behind 35S promotor in 
pGD625 vector. The pGD625 containing 35S::ABI4 was introduced in 
Agrobacterium which were used to transform aba2-1 plants by the floral dip 
method (Clough and Bent 1998).  
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Chapter 5 

Summarizing discussion 
 
 
Carbohydrates serve diverse functions in plants ranging from energy 
sources, storage molecules, and structural components to intermediates for 
the synthesis of other organic molecules. Moreover, sugars also act as 
signalling molecules in plants that control gene expression via diverse 
mechanisms, including transcription, translation, and modification of 
mRNA and protein stability. Microarray experiments show that glucose is a 
potent regulator of transcription and that hundreds of genes are responsive 
to glucose treatment (Price et al., 2004; Villadsen and Smith, 2004). 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the addition of sugar to plant growth 
media affects many developmental processes including germination and 
early seedling development (for review Gibson, 2005). Such sugar-regulated 
gene expression adjusts cellular activity to nutrient availability. In this way 
sugars may control plant resource allocation and adaptive developmental 
changes resulting in enhanced survival and/or competitiveness (Koch, 
1996).  

Factors involved in sugar signalling in plants have been identified 
using genetic screens in Arabidopsis, including sun, isi, gin and sis screens. 
These different screens identified common and screen-specific mutants. We 
studied sugar response pathways encompassing germination and early 
seedling establishment. Our research was focussed on the sugar-regulated 
expression of PC in dark-grown seedlings, the glucose-induced delay of 
germination and the sugar–induced early seedling developmental block.  

 Remarkably, all four different screening conditions used (i.e., gin, 
sis, isi, sun) yielded abi4 alleles, which revealed a pivotal for ABI4 in sugar 
responsive pathways. Moreover, the sun6/abi4 mutant shows a reduced 
feedback inhibition of photosynthesis (van Oosten et al. 1997) and ABI4 
gene expression is enhanced in sugar-treated seedlings. Several responses to 
sugars are affected by ABI4 but the glucose-induced delay of germination 
response is not affected by the abi4 mutation. In addition, the sucrose 
controlled translation regulation of the bZIP11/ATB2 mRNA and the sugar-
induced delay of flowering are not affected in the abi4 mutants either 
(Huijser 2000, our unpublished data). 
 
 
Glucose delays seed germination 
 
Sugars delay Arabidopsis seed germination and low concentrations of 
glucose are already effective. This glucose-induced delay of germination is 
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independent of osmotic signalling. Mutants with a gin phenotype like ctr1, 
abi4 and abi5 show a wt response to glucose with respect to the delay of 
germination. This indicates that the glucose-induced delay of germination 
and the glucose-induced post-germination early seedling developmental 
block (gin response) are two different processes.  

The germination delay phenotype possibly involves ABA since 
ABA deficient mutants show reduced sensitivity to glucose treatment during 
germination (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers et al. 2004). Moreover, the addition 
of non-inhibitory concentrations of ABA to sugar-treated seeds enhances the 
delay of germination phenotype (Dekkers et al. 2004). Also the decrease in 
ABA levels in germinating seeds is delayed in sugar-treated seeds (Price et 
al. 2003). In this light it was puzzling that the original analysis of several 
ABA insensitive mutants, abi1, abi2, abi4 and abi5, did not reveal any with 
a sugar-induced delay of germination phenotype (Price et al. 2003, Dekkers 
et al. 2004). Also ABA-induced enhancement of the germination delay was 
not affected in the abi4 mutant. The only abi mutant that is resistant to 
glucose during germination is abi3. Also lec1 and fus3 show a resistance to 
sugar during germination. All three mutants (abi3, lec1 and fus3) have seed 
developmental abnormalities which may suggest that a proper seed 
developmental process is a prerequisite for normal glucose responsiveness 
during germination.   

Additional studies show that the sensitivity to glucose rapidly 
declined during imbibition prior to radicle emergence. In contrast, ABA 
sensitivity, which remained essentially constant during this time period. 
This suggests that the glucose response is an early response during seed 
germination. Also stratification of seeds on sugar-free media suppresses the 
glucose-induced delay of germination but not the glucose-induced early 
seedling development arrest. Stratification is known to suppress dormancy. 
However, the loss of dormancy seems not linked to the loss of sugar 
responsiveness since several mutants with a reduced dormancy (like abi1-1, 
abi2-1 and rdo2) are sensitive to glucose during germination. 
 
 
The gin response pathway includes ABI2 and ABI3 

 
Seeds plated on media containing elevated glucose concentrations (>6%) are 
developmentally arrested immediately following germination. This early 
seedling arrest is characterized by the absence of cotyledon expansion, 
greening and leaf formation. Seedling growth of gin mutants is not blocked 
by such glucose concentrations but show greening of the cotyledons and leaf 
formation. This glucose insensitive signalling pathway is currently the most 
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extensively studied sugar signalling cascade in plants. Mutants such as 
aba2, aba3, abi4, constitutive triple response1 (ctr1) and hexokinase1 
(gin2/hxk1) mutants show a gin phenotype when grown on elevated sugar 
concentrations (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000, Cheng et al. 2002, Moore et al. 
2003, for review Leon and Sheen 2003). The current hypothesis proposes 
that glucose triggers signalling through the sensor protein HXK1, which 
leads to enhanced ABA levels and concurs with enhanced expression of 
down stream effectors like ABI4 and ABI5 (Arenas-Huertero et al. 2000, 
Rolland et al. 2002).  

In addition to ABI4 and ABI5, two other ABI genes, ABI2 and ABI3 
function in sugar responses as well. We observed that ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5 
levels rise in seedlings that are challenged with glucose. abi3 mutants are 
insensitive to several sugar assays and abi3 mutants show a reduced 
induction of ABI4 and ABI5 after sugar treatment. These results suggest that 
ABA (gia pathway) and sugar signalling (gin pathway), which both arrest 
early seedling development, share more components than assumed before. It 
has been hypothesized that elevated sugar concentrations induce ABA 
signalling by increasing ABA levels. Despite the large overlap in signalling 
components, analysis of a glucose and ABA insensitive mutant over 
expressing ABI4 (abi5-1/35S::ABI4) revealed that glucose and ABA are 
perceived as two distinct signals. 
 
 
The sun response pathway does not depend on ABA synthesis 
 
In our lab we isolated sugar insensitive mutants using the sun mutant screen 
(Dijkwel et al. 1997). Dark-grown seedlings transiently express the 
photosynthesis gene plastocyanin (PC), in a developmentally controlled way 
(Dijkwel et al. 1996). This PC expression is repressed on sucrose media. sun 
mutants lack the capacity to repress the transiently expressed PC transcripts 
in dark grown seedlings (Dijkwel et al. 1997). Seventeen sun mutants were 
isolated, one of which being the sun6/abi4. We tested other sugar and ABA 
signalling mutants for their sun response. Conversely, sun mutants were 
tested for their gin response as well. Remarkably, ABA deficient mutants, 
which are strong gin mutants, do not show a significant sun phenotype. 
Thus, ABA is important for the gin response pathway but not in the sun 
pathway, which regulates PC levels in response to sucrose. Apparently, 
sucrose is able to activate an ABI4 dependent signalling casade that 
represses PC expression. 
 Also abi5 and abi3 mutants show a sun phenotype, although a rather 
weak one compared to the abi4 mutant. Possibly, the phenotype of abi3 and  
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Fig. 1  Models of three sugar response cascades. Three models are presented that regulate 
germination (left), early seedling development (gin response, middle) and PC expression 
(sun response, right) in response to sugar. ABI = ABA INSENSITIVE, GPA1 = G 
PROTEIN IN ARABIDOPSIS1, HXK1 = HEXOKINASE1, PC = PLASTOCYANIN 
 
   
abi5 is based on the extensive cross-regulation between these transcription 
factors (Soderman et al. 2000). abi3 and abi5 may affect ABI4 expression 
or activity. The gin2/hxk1 has a wt response to sucrose and fructose, but 
shows a glucose specific mutant phenotype with respect to PC expression 
regulation. Likely, sucrose and fructose are perceived differently but all 
function through ABI4 since sun6/abi4 show insensitivity against all three 
(sucrose, glucose and fructose) sugars. 

Interestingly, the maize ortholog of AtABI4 is able to complement 
the Arabidopsis abi4-1 mutant and binds the CE1 (coupling element)-like 
sequences in ABA- and sugar-regulated promoters (Niu et al., 2002). 
Recently, Acevedo-Hernandez et al. (2005) showed that the RBCS (ribulose-
1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase small subunit) promoter contains an S-box 
containing a CE1-like element that binds the ABI4 protein. This S-box is 
essential for sugar- and ABA-repression of RBCS transcription. The S-box 
is present in the PC promoter and, likely, PC transcription is regulated by 
ABI4 in a similar, direct fashion. 
 
 
Comparison of three sugar response pathways 
 
Analysis of three different sugar response pathways, i.e. glucose–induced 
delay of germination, gin and sun, allows a comparison between them. 
Models of these sugar response pathways are presented in Fig. 1.  
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The glucose delay of germination response is affected by ABA, but 
only the ABA insensitive3 mutant (abi3) showed an insensitive phenotype. 
Furthermore this response is negatively affected by the GPA1 and 
stratification prior to sugar treatment. 

The glucose insensitive pathway is thought to be activated by HXK1 
signalling. Elevated glucose concentrations enhance ABA levels and induce 
the expression of ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5. These are crucial regulators for the 
glucose- as well as the ABA-induced post-germination seedling 
developmental arrest. Glucose signalling depends on ABA synthesis and 
ABI2, ABI3, ABI4 and ABI5. However experiments with abi5-1 lines over 
expressing ABI4 suggest that glucose and ABA are perceived as two 
different signals. Also ethylene signalling is known to affect the gin 
response as well as many other factors (for overview see Chapter 1). 

The sun pathway regulates PC expression in response to sucrose. 
However, glucose and fructose are able to repress PC expression as well. 
ABI4 regulates the response to all these sugars while HXK1 only functions 
when challenged with glucose.  

ABI4 binds to the CE1 element in the RBCS promoter and represses 
expression in a sugar dependent way. Likely ABI4 binds to the CE1 element 
in PC promoter as well and in this way controls PC expression. The weak 
phenotype of both abi3 and abi5 may indicate that these mutations interfere 
with ABI4 expression or activity.   
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Planten reageren op suikers 
 
Planten kunnen door het invangen van licht suikers maken door middel van 
een proces dat fotosynthese genoemd wordt. Suikers zijn erg belangrijk. Ze 
spelen een onmisbare rol als brandstof, voedselreserve en bouwstof. Vele 
processen worden beinvloed door de hoeveelheid suikers in de plant. 
Bijvoorbeeld, als een plant meer dan genoeg suikers heeft remt het zijn 
fotosynthese (de aanmaak van suikers) en zal het teveel aan suikers opslaan 
als voedselreserve. In het geval dat een plant een tekort aan suikers heeft zal 
deze zijn fotosynthese kunnen verhogen en/of zijn voedselreserves 
aanspreken. Op deze manier kan vraag en aanbod op elkaar worden 
afgestemd waardoor de plant efficient van zijn energie en nutrienten gebruik 
kan maken. 

Een belangrijke vraag is hoe suikers worden waargenomen in 
planten. Verschillende onderzoeken aan het modelplantje Arabidopsis 
thaliana (zandraket in het Nederlands) hebben verschillende mutanten (een 
mutant is een “normale plant” maar met een erfelijke afwijking) opgeleverd 
die ongevoelig zijn voor suikers. Een voorbeeld. “Normale” Arabidopis 
kiemplantjes stoppen met groeien op hoge suiker concentraties. Ze blijven 
wit en maken geen nieuwe blaadjes. De suiker ongevoelige mutanten 
stoppen niet met groeien, ze worden wel groen en maken ook nieuwe 
blaadjes. Zie Figuur 1 in hoofdstuk 4, de PC-LUC is de normale plant die 
stopt met groeien terwijl de suiker ongevoelige mutant sun6 wel groeit en 
groen wordt. Analyse van deze mutanten toonden aan dat met name het 
plantenhormoon ABA een belangrijke rol speelt in suikerwaarneming.   In 
dit onderzoek hier hebben we verschillende processen bestudeerd die 
beinvloed worden door suikers. Deze zijn zaadkieming, vroege zaailing 
groei en de regulatie van het PC gen (wat codeert voor een fotosynthese 
component).  
 
 
Suikers vertragen kieming van zaden 
 
De toediening van suikers (zelfs al bij lage concentraties) aan het 
kiemingsmedium remt de kieming van Arabidopsis zaden. We hebben 
verschillende, bekende suiker ongevoelige mutanten getest voor de 
kiemingsrespons op suiker. Verrassend bleken de meeste mutanten even 
gevoelig voor suikers als de “gewone” zaden tijdens de kieming. 
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Bijvoorbeeld, de sun6 mutant is ongevoelig voor hoge suiker concentraties 
als je naar kiemplant groei kijkt (zoals je gezien hebt in Figuur 1 van 
hoofdstuk 4). Echter de kieming op suiker van de “gewone” en de sun6 
zaden is niet verschillend. Dit geeft aan dat deze twee suiker responsen van 
elkaar verschillen. Zaden zijn dus erg gevoelig voor suikers. Als de zaden 
een koude behandeling hebben gehad of zich al een tijdje hebben kunnen 
ontwikkelen voordat suikers worden toegevoegd wordt de kieming niet 
meer geremd. Dus de suikergevoeligheid van zaden verandert snel tijdens de 
kieming.     
 
 
Hoge suiker concentraties remmen de vroege zaailing ontwikkeling 
 
Zoals je in Figuur 1 van hoofdstuk 4 hebt kunnen zien remmen hoge suiker 
concentraties de vroege zaailing groei. Verschillende mutanten waaronder 
sun6 zijn ongevoelig voor zo’n suiker behandeling. In hoofdstuk 3 laten we 
zien dat ook de genen ABI2 en ABI3 een belangrijke rol spelen in deze 
suiker respons. Verder speelt ABI3 ook een rol in verschillende andere 
suiker responsen wat aantoont dat het belangrijk is voor suikerwaarneming 
in planten.  
 
 
Suiker reguleert de expressie van PC 
 
In jonge kiemplantjes komen fotosynthese genen hoog tot expressie. Ze 
hebben de suikers die ze door middel van licht kunnen maken hard nodig 
om te kunnen groeien omdat de voedselreserves in het zaad beperkt zijn. 
Echter, deze hoge expressie van fotosynthese genen kan worden onderdrukt 
door suikers. Een belangrijke component voor deze response is SUN6 (ook 
wel bekend als ABI4). Ook ABI3 en ABI5 spelen hier een rol maar deze 
zijn niet zo belangrijk als SUN6/ABI4. Verrassend was het resultaat dat het 
plantenhormoon ABA niet zo’n belangrijke rol vervuld als in andere suiker 
gereguleerde processen.  

Omdat deze drie bovengenoemde processen in detail bekeken zijn 
kunnen de verschillende suiker gestuurde processen vergeleken worden. Dit 
is het meest duidelijk samengevat in Figuur 1 van hoofdstuk 5. Hierin zijn 
de verschillende componenten weergegeven die een rol spelen in de 
verschillende processen. Hoewel sommige componenten overeenkomen, 
worden deze drie processen duidelijk verschillend aangestuurd door suikers. 
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